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dic nation was left to vote about the
bill. Prime Minister Davíð Oddsson,
of course, knew that this was not a bill
in the favour of the people, so the government retracted it. The result is that
Iceland has free media today, and this
has had a serious impact on the society. Not much has changed since then;
Morgunblaðið is still a mouthpiece of
the Independence party, and Fréttablaðið
has seen better days, although it is still
the largest newspaper in Iceland today.
The Icelandic media is always fighting
for its freedom. The latest threat to this
freedom is the injunction imposed on
Stundin because of its reporting about
the shady dealings of our current Prime
Minister only two weeks before elections. The Independence party swears
that it had nothing to do with this. And
of course it is a coincidence that the
District Commissioner is a former substitute member of parliament for the
very same party and an old friend of the
closest advisors of Davíð Oddsson, such
as Hannes Hólmsteinn Gissurarson.
So, here we are: elections will be held
in the end of this month. We encourage everybody to go and vote. And
keep in mind, that nothing should
be taken for granted in Iceland. Not
even the freedom of the media.
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Before Donald Trump, there was guy
called Davíð Oddsson. He was the prime
minister of Iceland, the chairman of the
Independence party and is remembered
today as one of the most important architects of the total failing of the Icelandic banking system in the year 2008.
One of Davíð’s most historic moments
was his great battle against a newspaper
called Fréttablaðið in 2004. The core
of the debate was of course that the Independence party disliked the owner of
the newspaper, Jón Ásgeir Jóhannesson—another key player of the failing
of the banking system four years later.
Fréttablaðið became one of the biggest
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DJ flúgvel og geimskip - The Sphinx

newspapers in
Iceland at an phenomenally fast
pace and it was of
great concern to
the Independence
party, because the
editorship was
not full of members of the Independence party—
unlike one of the
oldest newspapers in iceland,
former giant on
the market, and
the biggest competition to Fréttablaðið
at the time, Morgunblaðið. In few words;
the Independence party was losing their
choke-hold on the Icelandic media.
The reaction of the government was
simple. They wrote a bill, designed
to attack Fréttablaðið, which could
have resulted shutting them down.
Although 77% of the nation was against
the bill, the government didn’t really
care and approved it at parliament anyway. However, the bill ended with the
president of Iceland, Ólafur Ragnar
Grímsson, who refused to sign it—the
first time in Icelandic history this had
ever happened. In the end, the Icelan-
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Lo-fi pop experimentalist DJ flugvél
og geimskip returns
with ‘The Sphinx.’
The video includes
triple-trunked
walking teapots and
crowns made of
mountains spinning
through a colourful
fractal universe,
and the song is—as
always—refreshingly odd, profoundly
psychedelic, and
confusingly hummable. Read more
on page 24. JR

Kælan Mikla - Andvaka
This synth-gothpunk trio have become the ringleaders of a blossoming
underground scene
for dark/heavy/
experimental music
in Reykjavík. Their
latest single is
characteristically
gloomy, insistent
and atmospheric.
Catch them at Airwaves to hear more
new material. JR

Skuggasveinn Lifandi
A catchy and
minimalistic slice of
electronic pop with
a swooning vocal,
reminiscent of Jónsi
in style. Early days,
but it’s intriguing
stuff. JR

Högni - Moon
Pitcher
The third glimpse of
musical polymath
Högni Egilsson’s
debut solo album
is a minimal, propulsive electronic
track, punctuated
by synth and string
stabs and the
catchy chorus refrain of ‘I’m in love,
can’t you tell?’ The
album, entitled ‘Two
Trains,’ will follow
on October 20 via
Erased Tapes. JR
Dölli - Ferðalagið II
(Le Trip)
Dölli is a strange
dude that does
his own thing, and
although this track
reminds you of Prins
Póló and Megas on a
is distributed
around Reykjavík,
Akureyri, Egilsstaðir,
Seyðisfjörður,
Borgarnes, Keflavík,
Ísafjörður and at key
locations along road
#1, and all major tourist
attractions and tourist
information centres in
the country. You may
not like it, but at least
it's not sponsored (no
articles in the Reykjavík
Grapevine are pay-for
articles. The opinions
expressed are the
writers’ own, not the
advertisers’).

CYBER - Snákar
All-girl rap crew
CYBER just dropped
'HORROR,' an LP as
gothic as the name
suggests. The disc
is the talk of the
town, and it's hard
to pick a favorite
track. On Snákar
RVK rap don Emmsjé
Gauti shows his
skills, but it's the
CYBERians, Jóhanna
Rakel in particular,
that really shines. SP

Auður - I'd Love
Auður exploded
onto the scene
two years ago, his
bass-laden R&B
oozing teenage
sexuality. His return
shows a matured,
more acomplished
form, allthough the
music is still freakpositive. SP

COVER PHOTO
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ART DIRECTION
Sveinbjörn Pálsson,
Julie Rowland &
Rut Sigurðardóttir
– With thanks to
Borgarleikhúsið
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powerful men, and Björk has been
no exception. Recently, she recounted sexual harassment she
received from “a Danish director”, clearly referring to Lars von
Trier, who directed her in Dancer
In The Dark. Lars, unsurprisingly,
denies everything, but come on.
Have you seen his movies? The
man hates women. Let’s just be
honest about that.

Ásmundur Friðriksson in his nightgown

The Icelandic football team being all great

The Top Stories

Independence Party MP Ásmundur Friðriksson reminded everyone that he still hates foreigners,
saying that asylum seekers take
money away from funds that could
be spent on Iceland’s elderly and
disabled. Not only is this demonstrably false; Ásmundur has himself both voted against increased
funding to these groups, or abstained from voting. So who’s really costing Iceland’s elderly and disabled money? For that matter, how
much is Ásmundur costing us?

BREAKFAST

Oct 7TH —––––—— Oct 19TH
Words: Paul Fontaine

§

Scene from Reykjavík rental market

Björk opened up about violence

In the wake of the disturbing revelations about disgraced Hollywood executive Harvey Weinstein,
women around the world have
been speaking up about sexual
harassment they’ve received from

Finally, news that Reykjavík will
form a special Airbnb committee was met with audible sighs
of relief around the capital area.
Specifically, the committee will
be working closely with Airbnb
to crack down on illegal Airbnb
listings. The hope is that this may
reduce pressure on Reykjavík’s already tightly-closed housing market. Those of us currently renting
temporary spaces from friends in
order to avoid living in a tent at
the park wait with bated breath for
the effect to take hold.

BRUNCH
§

NEWS IN BRIEF Iceland’s smiteability once again made international headlines last week when
the men’s national team utterly
crushed Turkey, 3-0, and qualified
for the World Cup for the first
time. They are the smallest nation
to qualify in recent history. And
you know what that means? That’s
right: more merciless tweeting
from us in game after game until Iceland inevitably brings home
the championship, which to all rational observers is pretty much a
foregone conclusion at this point.

LUNCH
§

"STFU"

In less cheerful news, freedom
of the press in Iceland is under
attack, as the Reykjavík District
Commissioner has issued an injunction against media outlets
Stundin and Reykjavík Media, ordering them to cease reporting
on the financial dealings of Prime
Minister Bjarni Benediktsson and
his family with Glitnir bank shortly before the 2008 financial crash.
The matter has been condemned
by the Journalists’ Union, and
Stundin will be fighting it, but a
court might not even see the case
until elections are over. Oh, also,
the District Commissioner has
been an active member of the Independence Party, from which Bjarni
hails. Pretty convenient, that.

DINNER

Cafe Paris | Austurstræti 14 | 101 Reykjavík
cafeparis.is | cafeparis@cafeparis.is | +354 551 1020
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ASK A

Dermatologist

Q: Why is the water in
the Blue Lagoon good
for your skin?

Words: Charley Ward

Katrín Jakobsdóttir, leader of VG, the leftist-greens

Election Polls
Are A Veritable
Rollercoaster

Left strengthens, and populists implode
Words:
Paul Fontaine
Photo:
Art Bicnick

There have been some commonalities
between the latest results of Iceland’s
three major polls, Market and Media Research, Gallup, and Fréttablaðið/Stöð 2.
Their results indicate that the left wing
is still coming in strong, while the right
wing is cannibalising itself.

Slow and steady
All three of these polls indicate that the
Leftist-Greens are polling the highest,
or nearly so. As we reported elsewhere
in this issue, their two most likely coalition partners are the Social Democrats,
followed by the Pirates (note: the Pirates

MISSING IN ICELAND

Hookah Bars
In Iceland,
since 2007 it’s
been illegal to
smoke indoors
in public
buildings
such as
restaurants,
bars, cafés,

on school grounds,
sport facilities,
and public spaces
inside apartments
buildings. The
list is long, but
you get the idea.
So, it’s no
wonder
why
hookah
bars don’t

reject “left” and “right” appellations, but
their platform is very much in harmony
with the left). Both of these parties have
been incrementally rising in support. If
they can keep this up, and the LeftistGreens maintain or even boost their
lead, a leftist government looks at this
point to be highly likely. Even Prime Minister Bjarni Benediktsson admitted to
this much in a recent interview.
Slow and steady wins the race, as the
saying goes, which then turns our attention to the right wing in Iceland. There,
things are anything but calm.

Blues implosion
As Grapevine pointed out, the right wing
in Iceland has fractured, for the first
time in the history of the country. While
the Independence Party usually tends to
have an unbreakable base of about 20%,
they haven’t been polling much better
than that recently. But other factors are
at play.
Sigmundur Davíð’s Centre Party is doing surprisingly well. While we predicted

exist in Iceland, as
it leads to smoking
indoors. When the
smoking ban was
implemented ten
years ago, polls
showed that the
population was
in favour of it;
only 18% of the
population
was opposed to
the ban.
Hookah,
otherwise known
as shisha smoking,
originates from the
Middle East and

some areas of Asia.
It is popular in the
UK and amongst
young people in
many cultures.
Essentially it’s a
way of smoking
tobacco through
a hose or tube
joined to a bowl,
connected to a
water chamber.
It’s like smoking
for people who
don’t like smoking,
since you can mix
the tobacco with
fruit or sugar. It’s

that they would soak up a considerable
portion of the Progressive Party’s support, we didn’t predict that they would
come to surpass them as well as they are.
The Reform Party, all but wiped out in
most recent polls, has now squeaked in
enough support to win some seats. The
People’s Party, however, has completely
imploded.

News is always breaking
We should bear in mind that the most
recent poll, conducted by Fréttablaðið/
Stöð 2, was done just before news broke
of the injunction against the magazine
Stundin to stop reporting on Bjarni’s finances based on documents leaked from
Glitnir bank. Bjarni has been in turbodefensive mode, categorically denying
any involvement, and insisting that the
injunction makes him and his party look
bad. And he’d be right about that. How
much it will hurt them will come to light
on October 28, when Icelanders cast their
ballots for parliament. Will the polls be
reflected in the results? Stay tuned.

kind of interesting,
mixing tobacco, a
super unhealthy
substance, with
fruit. It looks really
cool though, and
unfortunately if
you haven’t tried it
outside of Iceland,
it's not happening
here.
In most bars
around Reykjavík
there are small
designated
smoking areas
outside, and if
you’re lucky you

might end up at a
bar with a heated
one too—I like to
call them smokers’
prison. Hookah
bars are kind of
like that, but way
more fancy, with
low lights and gauzy
tapestries. Perhaps
if you bring your
own equipment
and décor, you can
set up makeshift
hookah bar…
it probably won't
be the same
though. JM

If you’ve had a dip
in the Blue Lagoon
and wondered
why your skin felt
a m a z i n g a f t e rwards, you’re not
alone. Unlike boring old regular geothermal water,
the composition of the Blue Lagoon
is unique—you won’t find it anywhere
else in the world. It’s home to a couple of algae plants also not known
to exist elsewhere. This combination
has been found to have a number of
proven beneficial effects on skin.
Dermatologist Jenna Huld Eysteinsdóttir explains:
“The Blue Lagoon is manmade, so
it’s unique because it’s a combination
of seawater and the water pumped in
from the power plant. It’s comprised
of 55% seawater and 35% fresh water
and it’s very high in silica.
“Studies carried out on the Blue
Lagoon have shown that the water
prevents premature skin aging and
improves the skin barrier. Scientists
took extracts from the silica and the
two dominating algae types—aka
bioactive molecules—and created a
culture with skin cells. When looking
at the gene expression, they found
that the algae and silica combination
upregulates (increases the response
to a stimulus) the genes that prevent
skin aging and protect the skin.
“The silica seems to have an antibacterial effect. We have other studies that show it improves psoriasis
to a far greater degree than if you
treat it solely with light therapy. When
you combine UVB treatment with the
Blue Lagoon, you’ll see much quicker
results, and you won’t need as much
light therapy. This means you can
avoid exposing your skin to as much
UV light which can be harmful.”
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Unleash Iceland
An exclusive Northern Lights tour with
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AROUND ICELAND IN 80 FACEBOOK GROUPS
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READER'S LETTER

Kettir á Facebook,
aðdáendur katta og
allir dýravinir
Cat fanciers, their friends, relatives and
loose acquaintances

Words:
Nanna Árnadóttir

Officially called, “Kettir á Facebook,
aðdáendur katta og allir dýravinir
(KAFAKAD)”— or “Cats on Face book, cat admirers and all animal
friends”—this group proves that
Icelanders are mostly “Cat People.”
It has to be noted however that
the group is adamantly inclusive of
other animals too; all are welcome.
A trait I feel is inherent in Cat People, who in my anecdotal and not scientifically backed experience, is that
they always follow up any admission
of their love for cats with the statement, “I like dogs too, I just prefer cats.”

Arsenic ocelots

Share this article:
gpv.is/groups

Dog People meanwhile, always seem
really intense about disliking cats
and have some story about how a cat
once scratched them when they were
a child and then poisoned their entire extended family with arsenic.
Since being founded by Steinar Óliversson in 2010, the KAFAKAD group has

WORD OF THE ISSUE

“Steypa”

Iceland, viewed at extreme speed

Some meow wows to be had

garnered over 15,000 members. The
corresponding Icelandic dog appreciation Facebook page—more succinctly
named “Hundar og Hvolpar,” or “Dogs
and Puppies”—has just over 14,000.
As the name of our featured Facebook group might suggest, there are a
lot of cat pictures and videos and that’s
what’s fun about it, let’s be real. Cat vids
forever, lolz. But KAFAKAD has also
evolved beyond mere internet memeing. People post pictures of lost cats and
ask members to keep an eye out for pets
that haven’t been home for a few days.

Tender tom-lovers
Then there’s the practical stuff: what cat
food is the best, what the new contact
details for the emergency veterinar-

ian’s office are, and what the rules for
traveling abroad with your cats are, etc.
What’s especially touching about
the KAFAKAD group, though, is when
bereaved members who have recently
lost their pets post pictures and short
obituaries. Within hours the community rises up around them to help them
grieve and to celebrate their cat’s life.
These kinds of posts have made me
cry more than once, for I too know the
pain of loss (RIP Jabba the Catt, 20102015). The loss of our cats unites us all.
Recently there has been an influx of posts crowdsourcing names
for newly adopted cats or kittens and
some of the suggestions are pretty incredible. Noted favourites: Snowglobe,
Tempest DuJour, and Þórgrímur.

LÓABORATORIUM

Grapevine minn,
I’ve managed to secure a flight back
to my dearest Iceland this coming
January.
The problem? I’ve only got 14
hours ( from about 5:00 to 19:00)
before I need to be back at Keflavík
to continue my journey from Texas
to Austria. I’ve done the touristy
stuff already, and I definitely want to
check out the new Mathöll and visit
Viðey, but I’m sure there’s plenty I’m
currently ignorant to as well.
How ought I best make use of the
world’s most wonderfully convenient
layover?
Ryan
Congrats, Ryan. We’re pleased you
have the good fortune to grace our
shores again. The Mathöll is fine and
all, but eh—you’ve already done all
of the touristy things around here, so
don’t waste this chance. It takes only
six out of your 14 hours to drive to the
North, so if you hire a car and drive
extremely fast, you’ll have a whole two
hours to spend there before having
to come back. You’ll see basically
half of the country and still have time
for a dip in the Mývatn Nature Baths!
The pumping adrenaline from the
highly likely prospect of missing your
flight will only serve to intensify your
experience. What sounds better to
you, Ryan: a cinnamon bun on a bench
by a bus stop, or a drive through the
country at breakneck speed?
But if you’re too scared to take the
challenge, then Viðey is quite nice
too, we guess.
Have a good time!

This is one of those
words which has two
completely different
meanings. It literally
means “concrete,” and is
often used in this sense.
But it is also used to
mean “nonsense,” particularly of a low quality.
Why does concrete = bullshit? Because
a couple decades ago, it was fashionable to say that someone who was not
very bright had “steypu í hausnum,”
or “concrete in the head.” Over time
this was shortened to simply refer
to nonsense in itself as “steypa.” It’s
also a pretty mild word, as far as derogatory slang goes, so you can say it in
polite company. That’s why steypa is this
issue’s Word of the Issue.
Words: Paul Fontaine Image: The Monument to the
Unknown Bureaucrat (1993) by Magnús Tómasson
Located on the north bank of Tjörnin, by the
entrance of City Hall. Photo by Art Bicnick
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WHERE WAS IT SHOT

Woodkid - 'I
Love You'
Words: Jenna Mohammed

Woodkid walking out into the water at Reynisfjara where you're not supposed to go into
the water 'cause people keep drowning there because of the crazy undercurrents

Iceland:
The Total
Experience
In 14 hours

Looking like an advertisement for Icelandic nature, the music video for ‘I
Love You’—what better place than Iceland for such a title?—by Woodkid takes
you on a cinematic adventure around
the country.
Director of the video and Renaissance man Yoann Lemoine has directed
music videos for many mainstream artists such as Lana Del Rey, Taylor Swift
and Katy Perry. Woodkid also plays the
role of video director, as well as graphic
designer, and delves into making his
music with the help of Icelandic nature.
Made in October 2012 and shot only
in black and white, the video takes you

on a journey to the south coast. Scenes
following the protagonist as he wanders
through the geothermal area of Krýsuvík, the black sand beach of Reynisfjara
and the striking glacier Sólheimajökull.
You can spend a great amount of time
exploring the glacier, as the film crew
spent most of the day shooting there.
There is an unplanned scene where
the main character is taken down by
a strong wave at Reynisfjara, which
made it into the video but without the
part where the entire crew got soaked.
The only scene filmed in downtown
Reykjavík was inside the independent
Lutheran Church, Fríkirkja, which is
located on the scenic Tjörnin lake.
Iceland is known to be vividly colourful, but the monochromatic landscape
portrayed in ‘I Love You’ shows off its
beauty in a subtle way. At first you would
think the entire video is CGI—nope,
it’s just Iceland in its purest form.

THIS IS IT 2017
WELCOME
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The Champ
Hilmar Þór
Guðmundsson
Captain

Tel. +354 464 1500 • www.gentlegiants.is • info@gentlegiants.is
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The Comedian
Jon Dickson

The Teddy Bear

Captain

150 YEARS OF FAMILY HISTORY IN THE BAY

The Analyst
Ricardo Fernandes

MEMBER OF ICEWHALE – THE ICELANDIC WHALE WATCHING ASSOCIATION

Captain

The Adventurer
Bjarni Rúnar
Þórisson
Captain

The Handyman
Svavar Örn
Svavarsson
Maintenance

Akureyri

Reykjavík

Húsavík

#IcelandSmites
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PLAYER PROFILES

Aron
“The Annihilator”
Einar Malmquist
Gunnarsson

Age: 28
Hometown: Akureyri
Position: Midfield
Club: Cardiff FC
Special Skills: Long throws, the
“Viking clap,” screaming, raiding,
beheading
Nicknames: Aron The Annihilator,
Father Of Destruction, The Terrifying Maimer, The Ronaldo Ruiner, The
Bearded Beheader, Big A
For many, Aron “The Annihilator” Gunnarsson is the face of the Icelandic
national football team. A dogged,
ever-committed midfielder with an
end-to-end style, the team’s captain excels in crunching tackles and
mighty long throws. Despite having
only scored two goals at international level, he is a totemic midfield
presence that drives the team forward with boundless grit and determination. Aron is also the ringleader
of the famous “Viking clap,” which
is a victory ritual, and not a virulent
venereal disease.
After rising rapidly through the
ranks of the youth system, he became the permanent captain of the
side in 2012, and has spent time playing at Coventry City and then Cardiff
City in the UK. Under his leadership,
Iceland qualified for their first European Cup playoffs, and then the finals, where they famously beat England before going out against the
host, France. In 2017, Aron captained
Iceland into their first ever World Cup
finals.
It is rumoured that Aron’s beard
length is directly connected to the
fortune of his side, so we’re pleased
to see him growing back his facial
coif ahead of Iceland’s foray into the
World Cup. During the Euro Cup 2016,
he unleashed a robust challenge
on Cristiano Ronaldo, who refused
to swap shirts with him at the final
whistle, forever cementing Aron’s
place in the hearts of football fans
worldwide. JR

Solla, a puffin, interns scouring entrails and a sick elf. A normal day.

Smite The World
We consulted the oracles and entrails
about Iceland’s World Cup destiny

PREDICTIONS After a historic hometown victory that
Words:
John Rogers
Illustration:
Lóa Hlín
Hjálmtýsdóttir

Photo cribbed
from Dagur
Hjartarson's
Twitter

saw Iceland smite Kosovo within an inch
of their lives, the Icelandic national men’s
football team has now progressed to their
first ever World Cup finals. The tournament will be held in Russia in 2018, and
the eyes of the footballing world are once
more on Iceland. We thought it would be
wise to consult the various spirits, oracles, witches, animals, decks of mysterious cards, omens, entrails, tea leaves,
necropants, and The Grapevine Magic
8-Ball, to find out what the gods
have in store for the Icelandic horde. Here’s what
we’ve uncovered so
far.

1. Solla The
Strange
Despite being a
mysterious völva who lives in
a hut in the foothills of Langjökull,
Solla The Strange
does keep a Nokia 3310
handy in case of emergency. We sent her a text to see what
visions she’s had since our vicious, riotous smashing of the Kosovan tribe.

Lækjargata 8, tel: 5460006

Solla texted back an hour later, saying
she’d ventured outdoors to look into a
pool of clear glacial meltwater. As she
sank into a trance, it clouded over, and
she was taken to a dark room where a
squat, misshapen dwarf-like figure sat
with his head clasped in his hands. It’s
only speculation, but we interpret this as
a vision of Wayne Rooney. Will Iceland
once again face the prancing millionaire
manboys of England on the field of war?
Time will tell.

2. The Entrails

3. Peter The Puffin
Peter the Puffin, the Icelandic team’s
“lucky charm,” is rumoured to issue advice on a full moon. With the full moon in
Aries having just passed, Peter apparently
squawked into Heimir Hallgrímsson’s ear:
“The joining of Mars and Venus around
this full moon will help you to believe in
yourself, and achieve your goals.” Heimir
asked: “To achieve… goals?” Peter did not
reply, having already lost his ability to
speak in the human tongue. The next full
moon is November 4th,
so stay tuned for more
sage astrological puffin
wisdom.

“After a
gruesome
half hour of
searching, the
chicken’s liver
was located.”

We asked our interns to
dismember a chicken in
order to read its entrails
for a glimpse of our footballing future. After a
gruesome half hour of
searching, the chicken’s
liver was located. Our interns compared it to an
entrail-reading chart
we bought on
eBay, but they were a) nauseous, b) visibly shaken,
and c) thus unable to
divine the future. It
also made a real
mess in the office—
we’ll designate a
formal entrailsreading area next
time, rather than
using our graphic
designer’s desk. Also,
the interns are new to
this, having mostly studied
journalism and not witchcraft,
anatomy or divination, so we’ll give them
some time to study before trying again.

4. The Elves

We contacted Magnús The
Medium to see if he’d been
in touch with the Elven
parliament lately. He informed us that he’s due for
a pilgrimage there in the coming weeks, but
his main correspondent is currently on sick
leave, so he doesn’t yet have an appointment—but when he gets one, he’ll ask what
the word is about our World Cup chances.

5. The Grapevine Magic
8-Ball
We asked the Grapevine Magic 8-Ball:
“Will our brave clansmen fulfil their prophetic destiny and carry home the World
Cup from the frozen wasteland of Russia?” It replied: “It’s certain.”
So, as you can see, the signs so far are
positive, but inconclusive, with much
still to be learned. Follow our Twitter at
@rvkgrapevine for further updates.
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ency and democratic values – has
evolved further than the system.
This might not be a coincidence. It
might be in the general interests of
elected officials or those in power
to maintain a weak media, to inhibit the spread of information. A
situation like this creates justifiable distrust.”

The chilling effect

Shielded: Bjarni Benediktsson, Prime Minister

Ban Placed On
Reporting on
Prime Minıster
District Commissioner Issues Injunction –The
Prime Minister denies any involvement, but his
contentions don’t hold water
Words: Paul Fontaine Photo: Hörður Sveinsson

Earlier this week, the District
Commissioner of Reykjavík issued
an injunction against media outlets Stundin and Reykjavík Media,
prohibiting them from doing any
future reporting on the financial
dealings of Prime Minister Bjarni
Benediktsson and his family with
Glitnir bank just before the economic collapse of Iceland in October 2008.
The case has drawn sharp criticism from the Journalists’ Union
of Iceland, amongst others, and
Stundin’s coeditor told Grapevine
that the injunction goes against
freedom of expression in Iceland.
While he is hopeful the injunction will be overturned in court,
the matter itself might not even be
examined by a court until elections
have already passed on October 28.

The legal question

be many more names in the documents; that thousands of people
would be involved in this. But I
think it’s self-evident, and we have
demonstrated, that we only cover
things that we believe are relevant
to the public. We don’t cover random members of the public.”
“This is nonsense,” Hjálmar
told us, referring to the legal argument. “There is nothing conclusive
about the documents being stolen,
firstly. Secondly, Iceland has been
buying documents that have reportedly been stolen to find people
cheating on their taxes. If it’s information that the people of Iceland should know about, that that’s
the trademark you should look for.
It’s as simple as that.”

Similar cases

Lawyer Sigríður Rut Júlíusdóttir,
who has worked with Stundin beJón Trausti Reynisson, the coedi- fore, told Vísir that “it is simply
tor of Stundin, told Grapevine he prohibited to ban information that
learned of the injunction when is relevant to the public”.
The District Commissioner’s
their offices received a visit from
close ties with
representatives of
“If it’s information the Indepenthe District ComParty,
missioner and Glitthat the people of dence
from
which
nir. The Commissioner argues that Iceland should know Bjarni hails, are
a matter of pubthe Glitnir docuabout, that that’s lic record. As DV
ments detailing the
financial dealings
the trademark you outlines, Þórólfur Halldórsson
of Bjarni and his
family with Glitnir should look for. It’s has been both
were obtained ilas simple as that.” a candidate for
and
worked
legally. This, both
Jón Trausti and journalist union within an official capacity for the
director Hjálmar Jónsson argue, party.
Jón Trausti believes this injuncis immaterial to reporting on the
information contained in those tion is a reflection of a discrepancy
between public expectations and
documents.
“The fact that we have the docu- systemic problems.
“The most benevolent interments obliges us to cover them,
within the level of the public in- pretation of events is that the
terest,” Jón Trausti told us. “An- system has yet to be upgraded to
other claim that they have made, the standards of modern sociwhich would be their core argu- ety,” Jón Trausti told Grapevine.
ment against us on being allowed “I think that society – with regard
to report this, is that there would to open discussions, transpar-

Hjálmar took a similar position,
and has vowed to fight the matter.
“We will do everything that
needs to be done,” Hjálmar told
us. “We are going to defend the
freedom of expression of Icelandic journalists. People are going
to try and silence things, but we
as journalists are not going to let
that happen. Information must be
accessible to the Icelandic public.
I believe that the understanding
of freedom of expression is growing in Iceland, which is good, but
of course we still need to be on
our guard, and fight it every time
someone tries to shut information
down.”

PM evokes “the Shaggy
defense”
Bjarni has publicly denied any involvement in the injunction, but
some of his contentions on the
subject do not hold up to scrutiny.
“I have been the chairman of
the Independence Party since
2009, and from autumn 2009 certain details have been reported
that concern the years when I was
in business,” Bjarni said. “Often
with documents that someone has
leaked from somewhere. During
these years, hundreds of articles
of varying types have been written.
And now recently, with this newest
reporting, dozens of articles, I have
never – neither from cases connected to my time as director of
N1, nor regarding my personal finances, and not even when things
were reported on personal matters
that had no business in the public
discussion – never have I attempted to stop this discussion. I have
never demanded that people stop
discussing these things.”
Some of these contentions do
not hold water. Jón Trausti told
Grapevine that Bjarni has never
responded to any of their questions about this and other matters.
Stundin also points out that Bjarni
has, in fact, made attempts at halting or altering news reporting
on him, with one example being
in 2009, when newspaper DV reported on his financial dealings. At
that time, Hreinn Loftsson, one of
DV’s owners, said that Bjarni had
called their offices with the intent
of “stopping this reporting”.
Bjarni added that elected officials must accept that all other
rules apply when it comes to what
things may be reported on. “For
this reason, I want people to understand that I did not request this
injunction,” he said. “It makes me
look bad, that an injunction has
been placed on reporting about
me.”
Bjarni is not alone in thinking
the injunction makes him look bad.
Independence Party MP Guðlaugur
Þór Þórðarson told Vísir that he is
completely against injunctions being placed against the media about
public leaders. Another Independence Party MP, Bryndís Haraldsdóttir, took much the same tone,
saying that the matter made the
party as a whole look bad.
As it stands now, Stundin is
legally barred from doing any further reporting based on leaked
Glitnir documents they received.
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Welcome to Jómfrúin
– home of the open sandwiches

Jónas Helgason with a stencil mural of his son

Doorman In
Memoriam

Jonas Helgason is a former policeman turned
doorman who is working to raise awareness of
youth suicide
Words: John Rogers

Photo: Art Bicnick

On October 20, 2016—a year ago
today from this issue’s publication
date—Finnbogi Fannar Jónasson
Kjeld, a much-loved member of the
staff at downtown nightlife institution Kaffibarinn, took his own
life. It was a tragic event that sent
shockwaves through the lives of his
family and friends, and the bar’s
close-knit community.
After Finnbogi’s memorial service, Kaffibarinn held a party in his
honour. His father—former policeman and airport security worker Jónas Helgason—was in attendance.
“The staff and regulars all chipped
in to help,” Jónas says, fondly. “It
was very fitting, I thought. People
would come over and tell me stories
about Finnbogi. It was like a window into his life. It’s stayed with
me. There was an amazing feeling
of love and care.”
In the weeks and months that
followed, Jónas became something
of a regular, often dropping by for
coffee and conversation. “Kaffibarinn became a place of remembrance
for me,” he says. “It was maybe an
attempt to capture Finnbogi’s spirit, which was looming large there at
the time. It was an enormous help.
No parent should have to bury their
child, and for me personally, I know
that something broke inside me
that day. But certainly part of the
healing process was going to Kaffibarinn. I’ve formed friendships out
of tragedy, and I can’t thank those
people enough for how they held
the memory of my son aloft, and
opened their arms to me and my
family.”

as a doorman way back in 1982—it
was my first gig. Guðný took me up
on it. Then, there I was one Friday
night wearing a
Kaffibarinn doorman jacket and
welcoming people
inside. And the
rest is history.”
Jónas has been
a friendly and
reassuring presence on the door
of Kaffibarinn
ever since. He’s
grown fond of the
community surrounding the bar.
“My three favourite things about this place are the
staff, the regulars and the DJs,” he
says. “It’s a melting pot of people,
sounds and laughter. The music is
excellent. I’m happy that even as
the resident old codger I’ve had the
opportunity to appreciate new music.”

Melting pot
A few months after Finnbogi’s
death, Jónas was talking to the bar’s
manager, Guðný Jónsdóttir, and it
came up that she was seeking new
doormen. “I said, ‘I could do that’,”
Jónas recalls. “I’d worked previously

room is not somewhere you go if
you’re suffering from anxiety or depression. If only they’d change the
opening hours.”

Action not rhetoric
Despite the recent rise in the polls
for left wing parties that traditionally prioritise health care funding
more than those on the right, Jónas
doesn’t have high hopes for a political solution. “We need action,” he
says. “We need doers, not rhetoric.
Icelanders are tired of being told
we’re rich, we’re intelligent, welleducated, or whatever. Let’s get a
proper infrastructure, let’s have
proper healthcare, and make
sure that everyone is taken care
of. It’s the reason I joined the
police force, and
the reason I work
as a doorman—I
care about people.
When the proverbial shit hits the
fan, I tend to run
towards it and do
my best to avoid
more danger.”
Jónas hopes that the recent controversial suicides that occurred
inside hospitals will draw attention to the need for change. “That
should never happen,” he says. “It
should be a safe environment. I’m
hoping that any number of politicians will take this to heart. We’re
losing 52 individuals a year, and
that’s not right. It shouldn’t be acceptable. There’s something wrong
with a society that says that it is.”
In the meantime, Jónas is enjoying his work as a doorman, and
rarely encounters any trouble from
customers. His other son works at
Kaffibarinn as a DJ, and there are
portraits of Finnbogi in pride of
place in the bar. “A perk of the job
is that when I welcome someone
to Kaffibarinn, I take those two
steps up and open the door, and
see Finnbogi’s smiling and happy
face there,” finishes Jónas. “It’s as
heartwarming now as it was then.
I have a lot of time and a lot of love
for this place.”

“If I do nothing
else in the rest
of my life but
raise awareness
of young male
suicides, it
would be time
well spent.”

Breaking the taboo
Jónas has also taken up raising
awareness of issues surrounding
suicide, and the flaws in the health
system regarding mental illness.
“If I do nothing else in the rest
of my life but raise awareness of
young male suicides, it would be
time well spent,” he explains. “I’m
doing my very best. I think Iceland
is rich in resources, and we should,
as a whole, do a lot more to take
care of those who need help. Mental illness has been taboo, and it
shouldn’t be.”
“There’s an average of 52 suicides a year in Iceland,” Jónas
continues, “and there’s hardly any
money spent on preventative counselling. The psychiatric ward closes
at five o’clock, so if you need help
outside of business hours, you’re
in trouble. And the emergency

If you are suffering from depression or
experiencing suicidal thoughts, you
can call the Red Cross helpline for
confidential advice, 24 hours a day,
telephone number 1717.

Lækjargata 4 | 101 Reykjavík | Sími 55 10 100 | Open 11:00 - 22:00 | jomfruin.is

Pre-booking is required. Book online at bluelagoon.com
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Elections 2017
aka just try to get it right this time, okay?

Iceland's political landscape is ever-shifting in terms of new parties and
voters that rove from party to party, but at the same time the same topics, problems and scandals crop up over and over again. To help you
make sense of it all, we offer a few vantage points. Our election coverage is a mixture of comedy, analysis and theater, because frankly,
it's hard to understand this farce and impossible to take it seriously.

Grapevine’s
Political
Horoscope

Capricorn (December
22-January 19): A cold,
calculating
Machiavellian such as yourself has
only one question when it
comes to who to vote for:
what’s in it for me? Look
at which parties are appealing to the topics that
matter to you directly.
Disregard everyone else.

Aries (March 21-April
19): You think leftism
means having ideals, but
then compromising them
for the right wing because
you don’t want to alienate
anyone. Change is fine, so
long as it’s watered down
to the point where no one
can object because no
one knows what it means
anymore. Cast your vote
just one nanometer left of
centre.

Cancer (June 21-July
22): You will spend 20
minutes in the voting
booth, pencil in trembling hand, questioning
every decision you could
possibly make at this moment. None of them will
be good enough. You’ll
end up closing your eyes
and drawing an X on some
random place on the ballot. It will not be counted.

Aquarius
(January
20-February 18): For
you,
dearest
waterbearer, politics is dead
boring. Whatever forces
are at work shaping the
functions of society simply don’t appear on your
radar. You can sit out the
elections. No one will
blame you.

Taurus (April 20-May
20): You know who ELSE
was a Taurus? Yeah we
see right through you.
Just be honest about being a literal fascist for a
change.

Leo (July 23-August
22): Old school leftists
like you will tell anyone
who will listen how the
left is a hollow shell of
what it used to be. And
then you’ll vote for whichever leftist party is most
likely to get the most
votes anyway.

Pisces (February 19 to
March 20): Literally no
party is going to be good
enough for you. Your towering idealism cannot
even be approached by
any conventional political party. Your best bet is
to stick to attending protests and writing scathing political screeds for
Medium.

Gemini (May 21-June
20): No one really knows
where you stand because
you’re just too good at
seeing other people’s
points of view. Your opinions change easily when
presented with a halfway
cogent argument. You’ll
end up voting for whatever was the last party’s
logo you saw on your way
to the polls.

Virgo (August 23-September 22): After you’ve
put down Morgunblaðið
and put on your best
tweed jacket, you’ll get
in your SUV and drive to
the polls, cursing under
your breath about George
Soros. Then you’ll decide
that all politicians are paid
shills of the internationalist agenda, and head instead to the nearest bar to
drink yourself numb.

Let the stars show you your new opinions

Words: Paul Fontaine

Illustrations: Ananaline

We at Grapevine pride ourselves on being on the cutting edge
of analysis and the scientific method. In keeping with this, we
offer for you this definitive political horoscope to help you navigate your way through the political landscape. What should
you care about, what should you dismiss, where should you
stand? Don’t consider the issues; consider your birthday.

Libra
(September
23-October 22): You’re
the kind of centrist who
sincerely believes in the
Horseshoe Theory. You
believe that any extreme
is bad, and the truth is
always in the middle. As
such, you should probably
vote for any vaguely middle-of-the-road party that
offers non-ideas like “compromise” and “harmony.”

Scorpio
(October
23-November 21): For
you, there is literally no
other gauge for how viable a candidate is than
how
attractive
and
charming they are. Issues
don’t matter; sex appeal
does. You’ll end up voting
for whichever candidate
you last fantasized about
during one of your many
ill-advised hookups.

Sagittarius
(November 22-December 21):
Politics is supposed to
be fun, all the time, and
that’s what draws you
to any particular party.
What’s an indexed loan?
Who gives a shit? You just
want to be entertained,
and your ballot will go to
whoever amuses you the
most.

Future Imperfect:

Our Possible
Ruling
Coalitions
counted. These possibilities are based
on current polling, so things may
change drastically, and votes may not
necessarily reflect the polls to the first
decimal place. We can, however, make
estimates within a reasonable margin
of error, so let’s take a look at what we
could get:

2. Leftist-Greens, Social Democrats,
and the Reform Party.
Why?: Has the same number of seats
as the previous configuration, only
without the Pirates.
Why not?: The Reform Party is semi
right wing, which would be unappealing to the Leftist-Greens (the Social
Democrats have partnered with conservatives before), and the Reform
Party's close ties to the Independence
Party may make them very unappealing to either of the other two parties.
Chances: Moderate at best.

1. Leftist-Greens, Social Democrats
and the Pirates.
Why?: The Leftist-Greens are polling
the strongest. They’ve been in a coalition with the Social Democrats before,
and while the Pirates don’t like to describe themselves as left or right, their
platform is arguably leftist.
Why not?: The Leftist-Greens have
a long-standing distrust, at best, for
the Pirates. The Pirates have also been

3. Leftist-Greens and the Independence Party.
Why?: They’re the two strongest-polling parties right now, and the only two
who could form a two-party coalition.
Why not?: They are so diametrically
opposed to one another on the issues
that one of them would need to change
into the other in order for them to create a joint platform.
Chances: Nigh impossible.

The options are simultaneously greater and fewer
Words: Paul Fontaine

Maybe you can’t vote in Iceland’s upcoming elections, but you still pay
taxes. Or you’re just genuinely curious about which way the country will
go. In either case, you should still consider the possible ruling coalitions
we could get after all the ballots are

“We should be
careful about
polls. Remember
how well the
Pirates were
polling in 2016?”

fiercely supportive of a new constitution, while the Leftist-Greens and Social Democrats have been more reluctant. That said, recent polling showing
the vast majority of voters for all these
parties want a new constitution this
term may change that.
Chances: Very high.

4. Independence Party, the Reform
Party, the Progressive Party and the
Centre Party.
Why?: They’re close enough to one another on the issues, and some of them
have worked together before.
Why not?: Icelanders barely accept
three-party coalitions and, based on
current polling, these four parties do
not comprise enough seats to form a
ruling coalition.
Chances: Very low.
Neither Bright Future nor the Peoples'
Party were included in this section because neither of these parties are currently polling high enough to win a seat.
As can be seen, the chances of a right
wing government after the elections
is pretty low, by virtue of the plethora
of right wing parties to choose from.
Meanwhile, the three parliamentary
leftist parties don’t have any real contenders. As such, the left wing looks set
to lead the next government almost by
default. However, we should be careful about polls. Remember how well
the Pirates were polling in 2016? If last
year’s elections taught us anything, it’s
to keep your cool and don’t rule out
anything.
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Quick, convenient and economical transfers to and from Keflavík International
Airport in modern, comfortable coaches.

Terminal to Terminal
2,400 ISK One Way
3,900 ISK Return

Incl. Pick-up/Drop-off
2,900 ISK One Way
4,900 ISK Return

Contact information:
Tel. +354 540 1313 | iceland@grayline.is | grayline.is
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Elections 2017

Theatre Of

A new play looks back on what led us to the

crash,

The Absurd

and to the farce we find ourselves in now

“We're living, globally, in times of extreme
change. It has dark sides, but it also
has incredible possibilities.”
Words: Paul Fontaine Photos: Rut Sigurðardóttir

A new Icelandic play, ‘Guð Blessi Ísland,’ unpacks the
social and cultural aspects of Iceland that brought
down the economy nearly ten years ago. There’s plenty of blame to go around, but as yet another round
of early elections looms closer, the question arises:
Have we even learned anything?
In the wake of the October 2008 financial
crash, the Special Investigation Commission (SIC) was tasked with trying to assess
why exactly it had happened. The report
they would end up releasing in April 2010

was a massive, multi-volume analysis that
assigned a spectrum of blame across the
board, from financiers to elected officials.
Ultimately, while a number of bankers were
found culpable and sentenced to prison, no

Icelandic politician has been found to have
any legal responsibility in the crash. This
does not mean they didn’t have any moral
culpability though, and as new revelations
on current Prime Minister Bjarni Benediktsson’s financial dealings just before the crash
are becoming a lightning rod for criticism
this campaign season, the crash is perhaps
more relevant now than it has been in years.
Þorleifur Örn Arnarsson and Mikael Torfason set about the ambitious task of making a play out of the SIC report, entitled ‘Guð
Blessi Ísland.’ The title means “God Bless
Iceland,” and is a reference to a now-infa-

mous televised address made by then-Prime
Minister Geir H. Haarde to the nation just
after the banks collapsed in 2008. The play
is an attempt to address what got us to that
point, but also raises interesting questions
regarding our collective responsibility, and
the cultural and social aspects that contributed to the crisis.
"This play isn't about what happened
after the crash; it's about what happened
before,” Þorleifur tells us. “You go on stage
with your problem, which is: where do you
start? In a system of corruption going back
decades and generations, where do you be-
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Standing on top of it is legendary Icelandic politician (and current Morgunblaðið editor) Davíð Oddsson. Once
they reach centre stage, Hannes acts
like a fawning toady to his hero Davíð,
holding his microphone stand for him
and defending his honour. This interpretation is not very far from the truth.
“We live in a complex world,” Þorleifur says. “People like Hannes and Davíð
reject this and say, ‘No it's not complex.
It's relatively simple. We have a system,
and it works.’ History is also viewed as
very simple: Davíð Oddsson saved Iceland. If you read Hannes Hólmsteinn's
articles on Davíð Oddsson in Morgunblaðið, replace every instance of ‘Davíð’
with ‘Kim Jong-un’ and you probably
wouldn't be able to tell the difference."

Know your enemy

Þorleifur Örn Arnarson talks to his co-author, Mikael Torfason.

gin? So I am trying to extract a multifaceted version of events, a panopticon
of what led to the economic crash."

The importance
of chaos

"I thrive on chaos,” Þorleifur says. “I
won't go and create deliberate chaos. I
just don't mind it. I don't mind uncertainty. In fact, I want it. I want to ex-

“I won't go and
create deliberate
chaos. I just don't
mind it. I don't
mind uncertainty.
In fact, I want it.”
plore possibilities. I think that answering a question too early is more deadly
than just not answering it. An open
question will keep the drive alive so you
create a need to generate answers."
Þorleifur acknowledges that there
is always going to be a different interpretation of events leading to the crash
depending on who you talk to. "No
matter who you asked in this country
about what started the crash you would
get a different answer every time,” he
admits. “It would depend on how interested they are, which political affiliations they have. There are multiple
truths going on. I could just as well ask
where Brexit began or where Trump
began. It depends how deep you want
to dig. You could say it started with the
privatisation of the banks in 2003; or
you could say it started in 1991, when
the fishing quota system was marketised. So I thought the most honest
place to start was just not knowing
where to start."
Indeed, even the conclusions of the
SIC report have been controversial,
across the political spectrum. Conservatives and progressives alike have had
reservations with the findings, and for
Þorleifur it was paramount to make
sure these different interpretations
had a home in the play.
"I create an interpretation, and I try
to give as much artistic leeway to the
actors as possible, and we pretty much
throw everything in there,” he says.
“And the recipient of the interpreta-

tion is also an interpretation in itself,
because you're talking about things
that people know. There won't be a single person in the audience who doesn’t
have strong opinions on every single
scene and every single character who's
going to appear on stage."
Þorleifur believes that there is a social need for this kind of open-ended
examination, not least because of social media. The echo chambers we create on Facebook and Twitter have led to
a muddying of the waters, whereby, according to Þorleifur, “we increasingly
cannot differentiate between having
our opinions and having an informed
debate. So our opinions have become
our informed debate, which means if
somebody disagrees with you, it's personal."

Little fish, big pond

Post-modernist notions of the flexibility of the truth aside, there surely
are contributing factors to the financial crash, and Þorleifur believes a lot
of them are culturally specific to Iceland. "You'd have to explore a couple
avenues,” Þorleifur postulates. “One
would be that you'd have to acknowledge the size of this country. We have
always been a young and tiny nation.
Before World War II, this was probably the worst place in Europe to live.
Now, going from the poorest country
in Europe to one of its richest in a very
short period of time (if Iceland were
a person, you might phrase it 'getting
that rich that fast') detaches you from
yourself. In nation years, we're like
teenagers at best. Also, it's more fun to
make it to the World Cup than to make
it to the Small League Of Nations Cup.
It's more fun to be one of the big boys
than to be the best of the small boys.
What the business tycoons did is they
gave us that feeling that we're playing
in the big leagues. We shouldn't underestimate that effect. And then, with
an increasing sense of financial wellbeing, what is going to happen is you
enhance this detachment from your
basic values. You're going to disregard
a lot of the warning signals that might
present themselves."
So our financiers, with cheerleading from our elected officials, ended
up contributing to our downfall. Did
the protests then, in large part, stem
from our anger at these powerful men
for ruining our international image as
a big-time player? "Of course,” Þorlei-

fur says. “And there's a lot of parallels
to alcoholism. There is a tendency to
repress your inferiority complex with
megalomania. And I very often have
the feeling that that's how Iceland is.
Then again, you can also say, 'Is it better to resign ourselves to being small?'
There's a fine line there."
It’s exactly this fine line, this delicate
balance, that Þorleifur sought to maintain in the writing of this play, because
he acknowledges that even collective
responsibility runs along a spectrum.
“I of course acknowledge that people will always be able to say that they
weren't involved,” he says. “But I think
economically speaking, and on the
grander psyche scale of the nation, you
will have to agree with the assumption that, as a nation, we partook in
the economic boom. So in the play, we
have people refer to their own stories,
and open up to the possibility of moral
impurity. It gives us the possibility of
criticising others better, to start by
saying, 'Hey, I've also made mistakes.'
It sets a different tone. It allows you to
take a deeper look at the reality behind
this. It's a narrow path to walk."

Visually striking

When it comes to the play itself, one of
the first things that grabs the viewer
is the set. The walls are a stark chalk
white, and the stage is covered with
hundreds of identical white plastic
chairs, bringing to mind Eugene Ionesco’s ‘The Chairs,’ another play about
great expectations that led to oblivion.
“The chairs originally started as
an idea of having an AA meeting for
people who can't control their finances,” Þorleifur says, laughing. “At some
point we thought we should invite all
the audience to the stage, and that's
where the idea was born to order 500
chairs. Then that idea kind of dissipated, and I realised I had to fill the stage
with chairs. There are so few actors
that it creates this incredible loneliness in the room. I want us to have this
moment of reflection before we set off
the fireworks.”
The characters the actors play will
be very familiar to Icelandic audiences;
they’re our financiers and politicians,
some of them disgraced now, others
still going strong. In what is no doubt
going to be one of the most memorable moments of the play, conservative
historian Hannes Hólmsteinn Gissurarson drives a hearse onto the stage.

In fairness, it must be mentioned that
in 2007 Þorleifur did work closely with
the Independence Party. He describes
that experience as personally very enriching.
“I was brought in by the Secretary
General of the party, who was a very
close friend of mine,” Þorleifur explains. “I know he felt they needed a
voice from the outside. They needed
somebody who could look at things
from another perspective. I've never
thought of politics in terms of parties.
I think of politics in terms of necessity
and policy, but in a broader sense. I can
see times when raising taxes is a good
idea, and I can see times and contexts
when lowering taxes is a good idea. I
hope I never find myself so squarely on
one side of a debate that I wouldn't be
willing to take a second look. Although
I mean, there are some red lines I have.”
He now describes the Independence
Party as one that “secretly condones
racism and seems to be stuck in the
past,” but doesn’t regret working with
them.
“At the time, I felt like I could be of
more use trying to pull the Independence Party into a direction of libertarianism,” he says. “To make a long story
short, I don't have a political alliance
to any one party, but I enjoy the political landscape immensely. It helped me
immensely. I was working with a lot of
people that I fundamentally disagreed
with but I liked on a personal level. It's
so easy to sit on the outside and judge
people. It was a profound experience to
work with people that I fundamentally
disagreed with.”

Embracing
uncertainty

Þorleifur realises that his take on Davið
and Hannes may end up upsetting half
the audience. However, his hope is that
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the work will speak to everyone. “I realise that this is being performed in the
national theatre, and so tax money is
funding this,” he says. “And so I ask myself, what is required of me for this investment? I cannot in good conscience
say 'to get across my opinions about everything,' because what we're not lacking in Iceland is more opinions. What
we are actually lacking is some sort of
overview and review, and maybe at the
core to make peace with the fact that
there isn't an answer.”
Have we learned anything though?
Þorleifur believes we might have. “The
difference between the boom now and
the boom then is that the boom then
was fueled by delusion,” he says. “The
current boom is much more fueled
by real economic data. We have doubt
now. Now there is a large section that
doubts. There is a demand for a differ-

“It's more fun
to make it to the
World Cup than
to make it to the
Small League
Of Nations Cup.
It's more fun to
be one of the big
boys than to be
the best of the
small boys.”
ent way of communicating and running things. We're living, globally, in
times of extreme change. It has dark
sides, but it also has incredible possibilities.”
For better or for worse, we may just
have to accept that sometimes, there
just isn’t one definitive answer. "I find
it extremely important to not create a
narrow narrative,” Þórleifur insists.
“But rather, to have this perspective of
a kind of post-modern state of mind,
with the constant doubt, and the idea
that any given information will only
reveal new levels of information, where
every interpretation doesn't lead to a
point, but only leads to another interpretation. This is an intolerable state
of being, but if we're going to be true
to our innermost selves in the capitalist world we live in, that is a state we
might have to accept as a basis."

American
Style:
Iceland’s
Elections
Get Farcical

Less about issues or even parties than individuals
Words: Paul Fontaine
Election season in Iceland always
has a certain element of silliness.
Campaign adverts can be cringe-inducingly bad; the “debates” are comprised of reiterated talking points
with the occasional and rare zinger;
giant blow-up posters of the same vacant smile on every candidate’s face
are splashed all over town. If we’re
really lucky, there might be a brand
new party that’s virtually indistinguishable from some other established party, but they never do well
enough in the elections to win a seat.
All that changed when the Icelandic government collapsed in 2009.
Since then, we have been witnessing
the age-old snark about Iceland—
“a country of little kings”—proving painfully true, especially in this
election cycle. More small parties
have been forming, which is not in
itself a bad thing at all, but there has
also been an increased emphasis on
which individuals are running for
what party, rather than what that individual or party even stands for.

From direct
democracy to
celebrity

The government collapse of 2009 set
the stage. We saw a new party form
just a few months before elections
and actually win seats: the Citizen’s
Movement
(Borgarahreyfingin),
which won four seats in parliamentary elections. Normally, new parties are either utterly locked out, or
required a long period of concerted
campaigning just to get their foot
in the door. The democratic crisis of
2009 changed all that. The Citizen’s
Movement stood for directly democratic principles and had a wellknown activist and
poet in their ranks,
Birgitta
Jónsdóttir. Their election
opened up the idea
that direct democracy could happen;
that ordinary people could, through
sheer force of will,
have direct power
and influence in this
country.
This was further reflected in the
movement to draft
a new constitution.
While the rules for
running for the Constitutional Council idealistically precluded anyone who had been in office
or run for office before from running
for the Council, all this meant was
that Icelanders popularly known to
the public for other reasons managed to get voted in instead. A lot of
these council members were writers,
bloggers, journalists and academics
whose faces and names were well
known to Icelandic households.
At this point, it seemed as though
Icelanders were leaning away from
party politics and more towards an

appeal to celebrity, passing up on direct democracy entirely. That trend
was cemented by the formation of
Jón Gnarr’s Best Party.

Simply the best

The common narrative is that the
Best Party, formed in 2009, became
so successful in the 2010 Reykjavík
elections because they represented a
change from business as usual. This
ignores the fact that there were other small, newly-formed parties who
were offering something new; they
just didn’t have the celebrity power
of Jón Gnarr, who solicited the help of
other celebrities, such as musicians
Einar Örn Benediktsson and Óttarr
Proppé. A party that literally stood
for nothing—as their selling point
was often touted—managed to win
enough seats to have an almost clean
majority in City Hall.
The result? Not that terrible, really. The coalition finished its term
unremarkably; nothing to look back
on and celebrate, but nothing to really complain about, either. The coalition of the Best Party and the Social Democrats could be likened to a
family—the Social Democrats were
like your parents, paying the bills and
keeping the house in order but not
being particularly fun to hang out
with, and the Best Party was like your
wacky uncle, the one who lets you
have ice cream for dinner, watch an
R-rated movie and stay up past your
bedtime, but leaves all the heavy lifting to mom and dad.

Crisis after crisis

While the Best Party dissolved, its
sister party, Bright Future, led by the
aforementioned Óttarr, won six seats
in the 2013 elections. But the effect of
this celebrity movement devoid of a
platform would live
on.
Sigmundur
Davíð Gunnlaugsson, best known to
most Icelanders at
the time as a former reporter on
public
broadcasting service RÚV,
further
cemented
his
household
name recognition
by his involvement
with the InDefense
movement, a group
that vehemently opposed any public bailout of Icesave.
Sigmundur quickly rose through the
ranks of the Progressive Party to become its chair. He also became the
Prime Minister in the wake of the
2013 elections.
As is now a matter of history, Sigmundur would become unseated in
April 2016 as a result of the Panama
Papers leaks. Elections held in October of that year saw yet another new
party: the Reform Party, chaired by
Benedikt Jóhannesson, a well-known
businessman and publisher. This

“The 2017 parliamentary
elections have
eschewed any
sense of democracy. Talk about
issues has been
drowned out by
celebrity
chatter.”

party went from zero seats to seven
in the span of a few months.
In light of the trend towards celebrity, it is then entirely unsurprising that the Independence Party
would use both Bright Future and
the Reform Party to bolster a ruling
coalition. However, that coalition
last barely a year, when a crisis over
“restored honour” for a convicted
paedophile led to Bright Future withdrawing from the coalition, effectively collapsing the government.

A circus without
a ringleader

Which brings us to today. The 2017
parliamentary elections have eschewed any sense of democracy. Talk
about issues has been drowned out
by celebrity chatter. We’re seeing not
one, but two new parties polling high
enough to win seats: the Peoples’
Party, a populist party with a platform as malleable and undefined as
wet clay but led by the grandmotherly
Inga Sæland; and the Centre Party, itself a cheap copy of the Progressives,
formed by Sigmundur Davíð, and
seeming to serve no other purpose
than to get him into office again. The
Progressives have managed to attract Biggi the Cop, a police officer
who became Facebook-famous for
his toothy, cheerful videos. Jón Gnarr
announced that he was joining forces
with the Social Democrats (although
he’s been cagey about whether or not
he will run again). Bright Future and
the Reform Party are still running, no
matter how badly they’re polling. You
get the picture.
For all intents and purposes, this
year’s parliamentary elections are
less about platform points or even
party ideals than they are about individual charm and the headrush that
comes from seeing some new faces
in the running—even if these people
have poorly defined or non-existent
platforms. Why is this happening?

Where will this
take us?

This is happening because Icelanders feel that we are out of options.
New parties and familiar faces are
trusted, even when they have literally
nothing to offer, because they’re not
The Four Parties, as Icelanders often call the Independence Party, the
Progressives, the Social Democrats
and the Leftist-Greens (just the fact
that they’re called “the four parties”
should tell you what kind of monolith
they’re regarded as being). Throw a
well-liked public figure in the mix,
and that new party becomes all the
more appealing.
None of this is to say that new parties or even celebrities running for
office are bad things in themselves.
They aren’t—when they offer actual
change in the form of concrete platform points. But that’s not what’s
happening. Making the shift away
from this Battle of Egos and into elections over issues is going to require
people running for office who are
brave enough to take actual stands on
actual issues. It will require both voters and the media to hold candidates
accountable and demand they make
concrete statements on the matters
most pressing to Icelanders. And it
will require concerted pressure on
those voted in to make significant
and systemic changes to our political
institutions.
All of which may be wishful thinking. A nobody with great ideas is
always going to have a harder time
against a celebrity with no ideas.
However, unless we’re willing to put
aside celebrity and novelty and vote
according to issues, this Americanstyle circus is going to keep right on
performing.

HALLGRÍMSKIRKJA FRIENDS OF THE ARTS SOCIETY – 35TH SEASON /
THE CONGREGATION OF HALLGRIMSKIRKJA

Lutherdays

IN HALLGRÍMSKIRKJA
October 26th - Thursday

Anniversary of Hallgrímskirkja
consecration
12 noon MEDITATION - Hallgrímur &
Luther Hildigunnur Einarsdóttir, alto and
Björn Steinar Sólbergsson, organ
Irma Sjöfn Óskarsdóttir pastor at
Hallgrimskirkja.

October 27th - Friday

Hallgrímur Pétursson 343rd
Anniversary
8 pm Hymns for new times!
Schola Cantorum chamber choir.
Director: Hörður Áskelsson.
“Hymns of a new era” are 26 hymns
by Aðalsteinn Ásberg Sigurðsson and
Sigurður Flosason composed for an a
capella choir. The sense of the these
hymns discern glory, prayer, joy and
sorrow.
Admission: ISK 2500. Tickets available by the
entrance and on www.midi.is.

October 28th - Saturday
2 pm THESES - Opening
Tesur (Theses) is a participatory
performance by Icelandic artists Guðrún
Kristjánsdóttir and Ólöf Nordal that will
be on display from the 28th to the 31st of
October. The performance recalls when
Luther hammered his 95 theses on the
church door in Wittenberg, Germany on
31st of October in 1517, and thus began
the reformation in Europe.
Visitors are invited to participate.

2017

October 29th - Sunday

October 30th – Monday

October 31st – Tuesday

11 am FESTIVE HIGH MASS - 343rd
Anniversary of Hallgrímur Pétursson
Hallgrímskirkja´s pastors Irma Sjöfn
Óskarsdóttir and dr. Sigurður Árni
Þórðarson lead the service. Music
performed by the Hallgrímskirkja Motet
Choir, Björn Steinar Sólbergsson,organ,
Oddur A. Jónsson bass and Inga Rós
Ingólfsdóttir, violoncello. Director: Hörður
Áskelsson. Children’s participation under
supervision of Inga Harðardóttir.

9 am - 2 pm THE CHILDREN AND THE
THESES
School groups visit Hallgrímskirkja and
prepare their own theses.
Inga Harðardóttir director of youth
ministry at Hallgrímskirkja supervises.
Also on October 31st.

Reformation Day
12 noon-12.30 pm READING OF 95
THESES
The reformation began 500 years ago
when Martin Luther hammered 95 theses
on church door. The theses, drastically
changed European religion, politics and
culture. This is the first time that the
theses will be read to completion in a
church in Iceland.
Hallgrímskirkja’s pastors, dr. Sigurður
Árni Þórðarson and Irma Sjöfn
Óskardóttir supervise.

5 pm LUTHER AND BACH: FESTIVE
SERVICE
The Lutheran Cantata “Christ unser
Herr zum Jordan kam BWV 7” for
three soloists, choir and orchestra will
be performed along with some hymn
arrangements, opening choir from “Aus
tiefer Not ruf ich zu dir” BWV 48 and
“Kyrie” from Lutheran Mass in F-Major
by J. S. Bach.
The Hallgrímskirkja Motet Choir, The
Hallgrímskirkja Chamber Orchestra,
Auður Guðjohnsen alto, Benedikt
Kristjánsson tenor, Oddur A. Jónsson
bass. Director: Hörður Áskelsson.
Pastors: Dr. Sigurður Árni Þórðarson
and Irma Sjöfn Óskarsdóttir. Sermon
by Kristján Valur Ingólfsson Bishop,
Skálholt.
Organist: Björn Steinar Sólbergsson.

8 pm TWO WOMEN OF THE
REFORMATION – MUSIC THEATER
Elizabeth and Halldóra, Bach and
„Grallarinn“.
This piece was composed to celebrate the
500 year anniversary of the beginning of
the reformation. It aims to address the
participation and influence of women on
the shaping of the reformation.
Performers: Ensemble ReykjavíkBarokk,
actresses María Ellingsen and
Steinunn Jóhannesdóttir, Marta Guðrún
Halldórsdóttir soprano, Jóhanna
Halldórsdóttir alto, Bragi Bergþórsson
tenor and Benedikt Ingólfsson bass.
The Hallgrímskirkja Youth Choir and
members from the women‘s choir Aurora
lead the song.
Artistic directors: Diljá Sigursveinsdóttir
and Guðný Einarsdóttir.
Admission: ISK 2500. Tickets available at the
entrance and on www.midi.is.

Thanks:

hallgrimskirkja.is
listvinafelag.is

October
26th-31st

Hallgrímskirkja congregation
Reformation 500 Year Anniversary
committee

6-8 pm CELEBRATION OF THE 500 YEAR
ANNIVERSARY OF THE REFORMATION!
A feast in Hallgrímskirkja to acknowledge
that the 500 year anniversary is
celebrated around the world!
Luther remembered – singing of hymns!
After the celebration in the church, all
participants and guests are invited for
refreshments in the church‘s southern
wing.
Participants are the Hallgrímskirkja
Motet Choir, conducted by Hörður
Áskelsson, Björn Steinar Sólbergsson
organ, pastors of Hallgrimskirkja, dr.
Sigurður Árni Þórðarson and Irma Sjöfn
Óskarsdóttir, Gunnar J. Gunnarsson chair
of the Reformation 500 Year Anniversary
Committee and the guests join in singing
the hymns!

Rev. Arna Grétarsdóttir
Deanary of Reykjavik West
Hafsteinn Sv. Hafsteinsson

Litróf
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Art Pop On The Ocean Floor

bit of a hard time now, but still we have
amazing rock and punk bands like Une
Misère, Godchilla and Tófa playing
this year. Our main headliners in the
Icelandic department are the young
up-and-comers in the hip-hop scene.
There’s a lot of energy and a lot of fun;
we’re super happy with the lineup.”
With shows being held at 13 different venues across downtown Reykjavík, Iceland Airwaves decided to
switch things up a bit this year by removing Harpa as one of its main stages. The only shows that will be held
at Harpa this year will be Ásgeir and
Fleet Foxes, who will perform in the
Eldborg hall, since these are expected to be large concerts. As for other
shows, Egill says they are adding venues that want to be more amenable to
Reykjavík’s live scene.

Before

Sacha Bernardson & The Mermaids
Oct. 21, 20:30, Listastofan, Free!

Flamboyant
Reykjavík-based
solo artist Sacha Bernardson will
celebrate the release of his new
album, ‘Rockall,’ with a free release concert at Listastofan on
Saturday October 21. His music
mashes together electronica and
arch, experimental pop melodies,
backed by the choral vocals of his
Mermaids. Live shows also include
a heavy dose of glitter, glamour,
camp, and fun. Warning: the Facebook event says to bring your own
booze. JR

New Wave Airwaves
Venue changes bring exciting developments
to Iceland Airwaves

CULTURE NEWS
Words:
Charley Ward
Photos:
Art Bicnick,
Nancy Lupo

Uppers, Downers, And
Candy Corn
Drag-Súgur Halloween
Oct. 20, 21:00, Gaukurinn, 2.500 ISK

Did you just get back from an ookykooky-spooky seance? Ohohohoho!
Well stop by Gaukurinn’s haunted
house (ohohohoho!) for DragSúgur’s Halloween blow-out. Your
favourite creatures will be lured
from their graves, caves, and Grindr dates to entertain you just like
Max as Sharon Needles...except
hopefully better, henny. Looking
for a costume? Never forget: When
in doubt, freak ‘em out. And don’t
be afraid if you hear a loud “Boo!”
coming from the shadows—it’s
simply applause from ghosts. HJC

Grapevine’s
#GrapeWaves
Off-venue
Spectacular
Where?
Gallery Port,
Laugavegur 23
When?
Wed Nov 1
& Thu Nov 2
17:00

Make Voting Cool Again
VAKAN
Oct. 28,, 20:00, Valsheimili, Vote!

It’s election night. Things could
be good. Things could be good.
Remember what happened to the
US? Hillary was supposed to win!
Well get that negative energy out
of your head with a concert featuring Reykjavíkurdætur, Emmsjé
Gauti, Hildur, Páll Óskar, Sturla
Atlas, Sylvía Erla, Aron Can, Góði
Úlfurinn, Flóni, GDRN, Úlfur Úlfr,
FM Belfast, Cell7, Birnir, Yamaho,
Joey Christ, Unnsteinn, Gus Gus,
and Snorri Ástráðs. HJC

Sweaty and punk

After

Who?
Wed: TBC,
Thu: Mighty
bear & sóley
Why?
Because: FUN

Iceland Airwaves
October 20-15, in various spaces

The Iceland Airwaves Music Festival is
here once again. From November 1-5,
this classic downtown event has much
to offer, with a dynamic lineup and big
changes in venues for 2017.
Iceland Airwaves is known for
showcasing new music from Iceland
and around the globe, booking different artists of all sorts. But the festival doesn’t overlook what the public
is after. “We have a lot of cutting edge
artists this year,” says program manager Egill Tómasson. “Like Shame and
Kelly Lee Owens, both from the UK.

We have Flamingods as well—they’ve
been around for a while and are going
to be interesting to see. There’s a lot
of stuff that’s way under the radar. If
a band today has like 50,000 views on
YouTube—yes, that’s a lot, but not even
close to being considered mainstream.
The lineup reflects many up-and-coming artists in that range.”

Noise and rap
When it comes to the Icelandic music
scene, this year’s lineup remains current. “The local scene is healthy as
well, there’s a lot of interesting stuff
coming up,” explains Egill. “I would
say rock and hardcore rock is having a

Come Airwaves
With Us

To celebrate Airwaves this year, we
at Grapevine are throwing a couple
of special events. First, we’ll be hosting a fancy exhibition of our favourite Iceland Airwaves covers, from
over the years. It’ll be held at Gallery Port, an independent art space
at Laugavegur 23. From Samaris
to Sin Fang, Sprengjuhöllin, Ólafur Arnalds, Skúli Sverisson, Retro
Stefson and Æla, it’s going to be a
visual feast showing off many of the
country’s top bands from over the
years. There’ll be off-venue concerts
in the gallery with beer provided for
all-comers—or at least early-arrivers—by Einstök, the number one
craft beer brand in Iceland.
We’re also partnering with Einstök to dish out some #GrapeWaves
goodie bags, stuffed with splendid
stuff. Simply hashtag your funniest festival Tweets and Instagrams
with #GrapeWaves to enter, and follow us at @rvkgrapevine to see who
wins. We’ll pick out our favourites
each day to dish out the prizes. It
could be you! JR
Thanks to Einstök Beer for sponsoring the event, and to Smekkleysa,
Farmer’s Market and 66° North for the
goodie bag prizes.

“The Hard Rock Café was an off-venue last year, and worked very well,”
he says. “We have no doubts about
bringing them on board. We also have
Hressó; it’s a smaller venue, but great
for up-and-coming hip-hop and electronic artists.”
Also new this year is Hverfisbarinn on Hverfisgata. “They have put
great effort into becoming a live venue, so we have a great line-up there,”
says Egill. He goes on to explain that
moving out of Harpa is a huge change
for the festival. “It’s more street,” he
smiles. “More standing out on a wet
pavement in Reykjavík, trying to get
your way into a sweaty club. In a way,
we’ve always been about that, but with
Harpa coming into the picture you
got more of an establishment feeling.
We love Harpa, for sure, but for us to
go back to our roots, making it more
sweaty and more punk, is challenging, but fun.”

gpv.is/culture
Full culture coverage

Culture

dj. flugvél og geimskip, brightening up the world, as usual

Everything’s Good
And Nothing
Matters
The silly sound design of dj. flugvél og geimskip

Words:
Steindór Grétar
Jónsson
Photos:
Art Bicnick

How does one begin to describe dj.
flugvél og geimskip? First of all, she’s
not really a DJ, despite the name, which
translates to DJ Airplane and Spaceship.
Steinunn Harðardóttir is a polymath—
a singing synth and drum machine
wizard with an impressive visual arts
repertoire. We speak through the magic
of video chat as she relaxes in front of an

ocean-themed mural in her artist commune, sipping both coffee and tea. Her
cheerful temperament translates easily
through the electronic space.
To Steinunn, visual art and music
are the same thing. “One is colours and
patterns, the other sounds and melodies,” she says. “When I paint a picture,
I’m sometimes singing it while I paint.

When I make music, I visualize it. The
drums are like the ocean floor, while the
bass is like a sea monster swimming
above. The melodies are the water’s surface, where you can swim. Then I have
decorations and funny sounds, silly percussion, like the clouds and stars and
stuff. The vocals come sailing in on a
boat.”

sjavargillid.is

Licensing and
registration of travelrelated services
The Icelandic Tourist Board issues licences to tour operators and travel agents,
as well as issuing registration to booking services and information centres.
Tour operators and travel agents are required to use a special logo approved
by the Icelandic Tourist Board on all their advertisements and on their Internet
website.
Booking services and information centres are entitled to use a Tourist
Board logo on all their material. The logos below are recognised by the
Icelandic Tourist Board.

List of licenced Tour
Operators and Travel
Agencies on:

visiticeland.com

SKÓLAVÖRÐUSTÍG 14 | 101 REYKJAVÍK | +354 571 1100 | SJAVARGRILLID.IS

Her newest track, ‘The Sphinx,’ comes
with a psychedelic video she created herself. “My vision was that the Sphinx is an
ancient alien who arrived on Earth millions of years ago,” Steinunn hints. “He’s
biding his time until he awakens and
springs forth. He’s older than all humanity and almost everything in the world.
So he harbours all the world’s secrets,
or at least most of them. If you approach
him correctly, you can talk to him.”

Meaningless art
People seem to have a problem making
sense of Steinunn. They wonder if it’s all
a big joke—the sunny disposition, animal-centric lyrics, and the crazy lights
and hippy outfits she wears at live performances. She’s a serious artist, who
just doesn’t take herself seriously. “My
first album, ‘Glamúr í geimnum,’ was
colourful and happy,” she says. “Some
people asked, ‘Is this a children’s album?’
and I got so offended. I’m no kid doing
kids’ music—I’m doing real adult music!
So the next album, ‘Nótt á hafsbotni’ was
really difficult; everything was heavy,
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I felt bad while making it. And it
came out cool, but I got sick of being
serious.”
She says that like many, she’s
faced depression, searching for
something to live for. For her, the
meaning of life turned out to be
counterintuitive. “I just think the
world is a bit silly,” she explains. “It’s
horrible, and if you think about all
the bad stuff, you can just curl up in
the fetal position. There’s a sentence
I live by, something my dad told me:
‘Steinunn, everything’s good and
nothing matters!’ I’ve come to learn
that nothing matters. The world
could explode and nobody would notice. Some may think this is a negative perspective, but it was incredibly freeing for me to realize this.
These are all meaningless things,
and the most meaningless is art.”

and love it. We do pointless and destructive things to the world. But
we also enjoy it and experience it.
It’s like buying beautiful, expensive
shoes, but not wanting to use them
and dance in them. Putting them in a shoebox,
on top of the wardrobe,
covered by a blanket.
But then there’s no one
to appreciate them. Just
like the Earth without
humanity!”

A whole world
to explore

programmer Þórður Hermannsson.
“The game is like a music video that
you control,” she explains. “Ever
since I was little I wanted to create a whole world that you can explore. Each level is
one song. You’re
walking through
the song, which
is spread out over
the level and you
a ssemble it i n
your own way. At
Iceland Airwaves,
you can get to
know three songs
from my album by
playing the game
at Mengi or at Bíó
Paradís on a big
movie screen.”
Her live shows
are what forge the
strongest connection Steinunn has
with her audience.
“With videos, you
don’t connect with the response,
whether it’s good or bad,” she says.
“I’ve had terrible YouTube comments, such as ‘you’re the worst DJ
in the world’ and ‘you need to kill
yourself,’—stuff like that. But it
doesn’t fully reach you because it’s
just on the internet. Whereas at a
concert, you’re with everyone, feeling how they look at you. You can
talk to the audience between songs.
All of a sudden, somebody’s dancing and you think ‘yeah, this beat,
it works!’ You have a conversation
with the room, a fun living relationship. At the concert, nobody’s saying
directly ‘you’re good’ or “‘you suck,’
but you feel the waves.”

“Humanity is
a cancer on
the planet…
but without
humanity,
there would
be no one to
watch the
sun rise and
think ‘Wow,
beautiful
sunrise.’”

Steinunn’s new album,
‘Atlantis,’ is being finalized, to be released in
the new year. During a
terrible bout of pneumonia, which kept her
indoors for more than
Beautiful, expensive
two months, she had
shoes
nothing to do but study
This attitude, which would at one up on sound design. “I
point in history have been described can tell you one secret,” Steinunn
as nihilistic, is life-affirming to whispers. “The whole album is
Steinunn. And one can understand made from something silly. Every
where she’s coming from. On social sound is goofy, funny or silly. Some
of the drums are just
media, the constant
a sample of a barking
reminders of the
gpv.is/culture
dog. The lyrics have
world’s ills can take
Share this online
ridiculous things, a
their toll on a person.
golden boar living
“You can think
that humanity is horrible; we’re de- in a puddle of mud, a drunk dog in
stroying the earth and we should a garbage can. Everything sounds
die,” Steinunn says. “Humanity stupid on its own. But when it comes
is a cancer on the planet. But just together, it just sounds like a regular
imagine, without humanity, there song.”
Accompanying the album will be
would be no one to watch the sun
rise and think ‘Wow, beautiful sun- a video game, which, like everything
rise.’ Humans will pick up rocks and else, is designed by Steinunn herbang them together to make music self, albeit with help from friend and
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BISTRO
11.30-23.00
JAZZ EVERY
SUNDAY
AT 20.00
BEER TOUR

DOCKSIDE BREWERY & BISTRO

DAILY TOURS ON THE HOUR BETWEEN 13-22
2O - 30 MIN TOUR INCLUDING A 3 OR 6
BEER FLIGHT MENU FROM OUR MICRO BREWERY.
2.900/5.400 KR.

ICELANDIC RESTAURANT & BAR
Tasty tapas and drinks by the old harbour
Ta b l e r e s e r v a t i o n s : + 3 5 4 5 1 7 1 8 0 0 - w w w . f o r r e t t a b a r i n n . i s

BRYGGJAN BRUGGHÚS * GRANDAGARÐI 8 101 REYKJAVÍK
00354 456 4040 * WWW.BRYGGJANBRUGGHUS.IS
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facilities like a swimming pool...
so it must be a swimming pool. It
is by far the greatest pool in the
Westfjords, located in a beautiful
valley midway between Ísaförður
and Reykjavík, which makes it the
perfect pit-stop. The water is also
filled with green algae, which is
probably good for you.

East: Selárdalslaug, Vopnafjörður

North: Akureyri Pool

BEST OF ICELAND

Pool Yourself
Together

Iceland’s second city is home to a
modern swimming palace that’s
the envy even of Reykjavík. There
are various pools and pots for
swimming or basking, and it has
all the trimmings, including massage jets, a waterfall to lie under, a
steam room, and a 43° pot that will
relax even the tightest shoulders.

After a long day of road tripping or
hiking, nothing feels better than
sliding into some hot geothermal
water. Pretty much every town in
Iceland has a local swimming pool,
each with its own unique character, atmosphere, and variety of
facilities. Here are some of our favourites.

Photos Art Bicnick

hot tub, where you can easily drift
off without overheating.

North: Hofsós Pool

Probably the most picturesque municipal pool in Iceland, this breathtaking bathing spot sits high above
Skagafjörður with an amazing view
across the fjord. The layout gives
you the impression of swimming
towards the horizon, infinity poolstyle. Worth the detour.

SELECTION
FROM BEST OF
REYKJAVÍK
2017
Best place to start the night

KEX Hostel
Skúlagata 28

South: Hveragerði Pool

A few of our favourite small-town
bathing spots
Words John Rogers & Elías Þórsson

Constructed way back in 1949, this
pool sits on the banks of one of
Iceland’s best salmon rivers, near
the northeastern town of Vópnafjörður. In summer, people make
use of the large sun deck and deckchairs, but in winter, a dip in the
hot pot might be best.

Hveragerði is situated in a sheltered
geothermal valley, with torrents of
steam pouring from the ground in
various places. The water has been
put to good use at the charming,
retro-style town pool, which has a
steam room heated by a loudly bubbling hot spring right beneath the
floorboards.

KEX Hostel is a great place to
kick off an evening. It’s a hostel
bar, but it kind of transcends
that description, with an
amazing sea view over Faxaflóí
and Mount Esja, beautiful decor, spacious tables, and a large
wrap-around bar with stools to
perch on.
It’s especially fun if they’ve got
a live show booked—they’re
almost always free, with great
local and visiting bands. KEX
just has a cool atmosphere,
with the bonus of great food
and a good beer selection (now
improved with a happy hour). It
can get crowded with the after
work crowd, so get there early
to find a seat.
Best Grocery Store

Krónan

Fiskislóð 15-21& other locations

West: Krossneslaug, Westfjords

West: Stykkishólmur Pool

Stykkishólmur’s pool benefits
from a local geothermal water supply that’s higher in some minerals than either the Blue Lagoon or
the Mývatn Nature Baths, as signs
at the pool proudly proclaim. The
silky water feels soft on the skin,
and when you’re done luxuriating
in the hot pots there’s also a "warm"

By far the most remote pool on
this list, Krossneslaug is located at
the very end of a precarious gravel
road on the Strandir coast of the
Westfjords. The facilities are basic,
but the location is stunning: Krossneslaug is on a black beach, with
mountains and silhouetted sea
stacks visible on all sides.
West: Reykjanes, Ísafjarðardjúp

This one is technically the oldest natural pool in the country, is
built like a swimming pool and has

South: Selfoss Pool

East: Neskaupstaður Pool

Iceland’s easternmost municipal
pool is far from the beaten track
of Route One, lying on the other
side of a mountain pass from
Reyðarfjörður. It’s a calm and relaxing place, full of chatting locals
enjoying the hot pots, which have a
perfect view of the immense mountains of Norðfjörður.

Quite possibly the largest swimming pool in south Iceland, the
Selfoss pool is the perfect spot for
a family outing. It’s both indoor
and outdoor, with kid pools, a slide,
and grownup hangout tubs. It went
through an extensive renovation
renovation in 2015, making it quite
state-of-the-art.

gpv.is/bestof
Get to know Iceland

THE NEW
LEGEND
NEW VERSIONS OF THE
ICELANDIC HOT DOG

INGÓLFSTORG

Whilst the bargainous pig-logoed branches of Bónus might
have a firm hold on the hearts,
wallets, fridge-freezers and reusable shopping bags of anyone
who lives downtown, this year
most of our panel preferred
rival chain Krónan. Despite
there being no downtown location, they praised Krónan’s
size, and the quality and variety of produce on offer. “It’s
open the latest, so you don’t
have to plan your life around
it,” said one panellist. “And
Krónan in Grandi is a party,”
added another. “I always put on
lipstick before I go.”

J

In Your
October 20 - November 9

Pocket
Reykjavík Map

Places We Like

Best Of Reykjavík

Perfect Day

M

A face of the downtown scene tells us how to spend a perfect day in Reykjavík

Photo: Art Bicnick

Colm O’Herlihy
Colm O’Herlihy is an Irishman
living in Iceland, working as
the manager of two top labels,
Bedroom Community & Mengi
Records. He’s often to be seen
buzzing around downtown, typing away in the bars and cafés
of 101. Here he shares with us
how he’d spend his perfect day
in Reykjavík..
First thing in the morning?
I usually start my day with a coffee
at my home on Hverfisgata. I sit in
the kitchen, check emails and gaze
at Esja. Then, once my hands start
shaking from too much coffee, I’ll
either make some food at home
or else fantasize about brunch in
Bergsson. I’ve been talking about
playing indoor soccer or starting a
gym membership, so hopefully in

this perfect day scenario, I’ll have
taken that up and have a super
sweet six-pack to gaze down upon.
Favourite breakfast place
I’m not really an early breakfast kinda guy, so lunch usually doubles up
as my first meal of the day. It’ll range
from a hummus & bread combo at
Reykjavik Roasters, or else a greasy
meal at Prikið. If I have a meeting
to go to, or an urge to walk, then I’ll
have the tasty soup at Stofan Café
and hi-five Birgir.
Around midday
I’ll usually try and meet-up with
some friends, maybe head to Vesturbæjarlaug for a swim.
In the afternoon

For dinner:
I visit Hverfisgata 12 so often that
it’s actually embarrassing. The
potato pizza and an All Day IPA, thank
you very much. It’s one of the best
places to bring out of town guests.
Once I’ve eaten, I’ll always head upstairs to Mikkeller to sample some
their incredible beers.
I’ll finish the day with a concert in
Mengi—there really isn’t a better
place to to listen to live music. And
there you have it. A wonderful day
all-round.

gpv.is/perf

I’ve been really enjoying Hlemmur
Mathöll; the burritos there are in-

Vital Info

credible. Then I’ll take a stroll over to
Ölstofan for a pint of Guinness (the
best in Reykjavik), have a quick drink
in Kaffibarinn, and then dash to Bíó
Paradís just in time for a film.

Read More
Perfect Days Online

t
Opening Hours - Bars & Clubs

Public Toilets

Emergency: 112
On-call doctors: 1770
Dental emergency: 575 0505
Taxi: Hreyfill: 588 5522 - BSR: 561 0000

Bars can stay open until 01:00 on weekdays and 04:30 on weekends.

Public toilets in the centre can be found
inside the green-poster covered towers
located at Hlemmur, Ingólfstortorg, by
Hallgrímskirkja, by Reykjavík Art Museum, Lækjargata and by Eymundsson
on Skólavörðustígur. Toilets can also be
found inside the Reykjavík City Hall and
the Reykjavík Library.

Post Offices
The downtown post office is at
Pósthússtræti 3–5, open Mon–Fri
09:00–18:00.

Pharmacies
Lyf og heilsa, Egilsgata 3, tel: 563 1020
Lyfja, Laugavegur 16, tel: 552 4045
and Lágmúli 5, tel: 533 2300

Most shops: Mon–Fri 10–18, Sat 10–16,
Sun closed. Banks: Mon-Fri 09-16

Swimming Pools
Sundhöllin, the downtown pool at
Barónsstígur, is an indoor swimming
pool with hot tubs and a diving board.
More pools: gpv.is/swim
Open: Mon-Thu from 06:30–22. Fri from
06:30–20. Sat from 08–16. Sun from 10–18.

Venues

Museums & Galleries

The numbers on the right (i.e. E4) tell you
position on the map on the next page

ART67
Laugavegur 67
Open 09-21

Austur
Austurstræti 7

D3

B5
Bankastræti 5

ASÍ Art Gallery
Freyjugata 41
G6
Open Tue-Sun 13-17

E4

Bar 11
Hverfisgata 18

Useful Numbers

Opening Hours - Shops & Banks

Venue Finder

Public Transport
Most buses run every 20–30 min,
Fare:440 ISK adults, 210 ISK children.
Buses run from 07–24:00, and 10–24:00
on weekends. More info at: www.bus.is.

E5

Bar Ananas
Klappastígur 28

E5

Bíó Paradís
Hverfisgata 54

E5

Bjarni Fel
Austurstræti 20

E4

Bravó
Laugavegur 22

E5

Boston
Laugavegur 28b

E5

Café Rósenberg
Klapparstígur 25 E5
Den Danske Kro
Ingólfsstræti 3

E4

Dillon
Laugavegur 30

E5

Dubliner
Naustin 1-3

D3

Dúfnhólar 10
Hafnarstræti 18

D3

English Pub
Austurstræti 12

D3

Gaukurinn
Tryggvagata 22

D3

Green Room

Lækjargata 6a

E4

Hressó
Austurstræti 20

D3

Húrra
Naustin		

D3

Kex Hostel
Skúlagata 28

E7

Kaffibarinn
Bergstaðastræti 1 E4
Kaffi Vínyl
Hverfisgatur 76

E6

Kaldi Bar
Laugavegur 20b

E5

Kiki Queer Bar
Laugavegur 22

E5

Loft
Bankastræti 7

E4

Paloma
Naustin		

D3

Prikið
Bankastræti 12

E4

Reykjavík Roasters
Kárastígur 1
F5
Stofan Café
Vesturgata 3

D3

Ölsmiðjan
Lækjargata 10

E3

F7

Aurora Reykjavík
Grandagarður 2 B1
Open 09-21
Ásgrimur Jónsson
Museum
Bergstaðastræti 74G4
Mon-Fri through Sep 1
Berg Contemporary
Klapparstígur 16 E5
Tue-F 11-17, Sat 13-17
Better Weather
Window Gallery
Laugavegur 41

E6

The Culture House
Hverfisgata 15
Open daily 10–17 E5
The Einar Jónsson
Museum
Eiriksgata
G5
Tue–Sun 14–17
Ekkisens
Bergstaðast. 25b F4
Gallerí List
Skipholt 50A
H10
M-F 11-18, Sat 11-16
Hafnarborg
Strandgata 34,
Hafnarfjörður

Ölstofan
Vegamótastígur 4 E5

Hannesarholt
Grundarstígur 10 F4

Tivoli bar
Hafnarstræti 4

Hitt Húsið
Pósthússtræti 3-5 D4

D3

Hverfisgallerí
Hverfisgata 4

D4

Reykjavík City Library
Tryggvagata 15 D3

i8 Gallery
Tryggvagata 16
D3
Tue–Fri 11–17,
Sat 13–17 and by
appointment.

Reykjavík City
Museum Árbæjarsafn
Kistuhylur 4
Daily tours at 13

The Penis Museum
Laugavegur 116 F8

The Settlement
Exhibition
Aðalstræti 17
Open daily 9–20

Kirsuberjatréð
Vesturgata 4

D3

Mengi
Óðinsgata 2

F5

Mokka Kaffi
Skólavörðustígur 3AE5
The National
Gallery of Iceland
Fríkirkjuvegur 7 F3
Tue–Sun 11–17
The National Museum
Suðurgata 41
Open daily 10–17 G2
The Nordic House
Sturlugata 5
H2
Mon–Sun 11–17
Reykjavík Art Gallery
Skúlagata 30
E7
Tue-Sun 14–18
Reykjavík Art Museum
- Hafnarhús
Tryggvagata 17 D3
Open 10-17, Thu 10-20
Kjarvalsstaðir
Flókagata 24
Open 10-17
Ásmundarsafn
Sigtún
Open 10-17

H8

D3

Reykjavík Maritime
Museum
Grandagarður 8 B2
Open daily 10-17
Reykjavík Museum
of Photography
Tryggvagata 15 D3
Mon-Thu 12–19, Fri
12-18, Sat–Sun 13–17
Saga Museum
Grandagarður 2

B2

Sigurjón Ólafsson
Museum
Laugarnestangi 70
SÍM
Hafnarstræti 16
Mon-Fri 10-16

D3

Sólon Bistro
Bankastræti 7a
E4
Mon-Thu 11-23:30
Fri-Sat 11-01, Sun
11-23
Tveir Hrafnar
Baldursgata 12
G4
Thu-Fri 12-17, Sat
13-16
Wind & Weather
Gallery
Hverfisgata 37

E5
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Þórsgata 1
This beloved casual-chic French
style bistro has a forget-you’rein-Reykjavík vibe thanks to its lush
greenery and warm lighting. On a
grey day, nothing beats sitting by the
greenhouse walls with an excellent
French onion soup. They make a
stellar crème brûlée as well.

Terminal

R

8. Snaps

Not many would know, but this
Reykjavík
restaurant is the only one that makes
Domestic
masala chai an Indian mom would be
Airport
9. Sushi

RÆ

Lækjargata 8 & Hverfisgata 64a

proud of. This
G restaurant is focussed
AR
on streetARÐfare and everyday Indian
NJ thalis are a crowd pleaser
food. The
and in recent times they've stepped
up their game with the vegan thali on
Wednesdays and dosas for brunch
on weekends.

Social

Party Every Night.
Cocktails! Bottle Service!
Live Music Every Night!
BA
UG
A
50
NE different kinds of beer.
S
Live Sports Coverage
Kitchen open from 11.00.
Ribs - Burgers
Chicken Wings!

MÝR

Land
Hosp
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EG U

R

G AM

BSÍ
Coach 5
Þingholtsstræti
Terminal

R IN

G

Formerly known as Sushi Samba, this
Japanese/South American fusion
place had to change their name
recently—but there’s still plenty of
H R I N GBR A
samba in the menu. Everything comes
with lots of lime, sauce and chilli, their
tempura batter is pleasingly light,
and the exhaustive cocktail menu
should help any sushi purists through
the fusion-cooking trauma.

10. Ali Baba
Veltusund 3b
This spot was awarded Grapevine’s
“Best Late Night Bite.” Needless to
say, it’s the perfect place to satisfy
p re gn a n cy c rav in g s , s p lit tin g
hangovers and midnight binges. We

S

Eagle Air
Terminal
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7. Hraðlestin
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If you’re a gourmand looking for a
memorable meal when in Reykjavík,
Dill has to top the list. Dill showcases
the best of Iceland with seasonal
menus , paying homage to the
island’s bounty, executed with all the
tweezer precision of modern cuisine.
Don’t even think twice about splurging
for the seven-course menu—it’s the
Þonly
OR way to do it.
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This much loved bakery moved from
its original location downtown to a
smaller place close to their supply
kitchens, but none of the warm
service or charm was lost in the
process. Their “runstykki” are bread
rolls available for 80 ISK apiece—a
steal any way you look at it. Try the
curry cranberry rolls and grab an
almond florentine when it makes an
appearance.
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A dedicated vegan café, Kaffi Vínyl
ÁLK
offers wholesome vegan Ffare
in
AG
ATA
generous portions with soy-based
meat substitutes and non-dairy
milk options for beverages. As the
name suggests, they have a huge
record collection and DJs several
times a weeks. With LYthe
NG crackle
HA
G I cosy
of vinyl lending a warm and
atmosphere, and healthy guilt-free
ST
R H want?
food—what more couldAyou
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Chinese food. While there are
some of the shiny-grimy-wolfNational
down-then-feel-sick variety
joints,
museum
Laugarvegur’s newly opened
Shanghæ offers a more culinary Chinese
experience. With an extensive menu
featuring classics like prawn crackers and tofu noodles, the place has
University
something for everyone.
I ate there
Iceland
with a friend who of
recently
returned
from China and she said it was truly
authentic—including the Chinese
pop tunes that soundtracked our
meal. HJC
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5. Bernhöftsbakarí
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Block Burger is an office favourite.
You can see their white paper togo bags stacked on writers’ desks,
accompanied by empty Fizzy Lizzy
soda bottles. Modelled heavily on
the American chain Shake Shack in
presentation, Block is
reasonably
GI
NHA
FO R and has quick
priced (for Reykjavík)
service. It’s a lunchtime spot worth
checking out.
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gives a compelling view
into Icelandic history
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finest bakeries.
P
K A Regulars swear by their “snuðurs”—
A
cinnamon bread rolls smotheredGwith
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L
La step
a sugary glaze. They take it
VA
VesturFS
furtherbæjarlaug
and stuff these classics
with
HO
blueberries
and whatnot, eliciting
Swimming
Pool satisfied moans. Get
inappropriate
there early to snatch a warm one.
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treat for two.
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Get the bigger, more detailed version of The Reykjavík Grapevine City
Map at your nearest hotel or guesthouse, with selections from our BestOf awards, vital info, downtown bus stops and a wider view of the city.
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for fancy cutlery,
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LÍ Ð kitchen items. They
crockery, Hand
offer a selection of international
products, with a strong Icelandic
presence scattered throughout.
Have a browse—even
if you don’t
MIK
BR A like you
even cook much, you’llL Afeel
UT
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need everything, because
it’s all so
ÍÐ
beautiful.
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This supermarket chain is head and
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Shopping
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A cool environment in a great
DRaÁ strong presence
location, Skúli has
PUH
LÍ Ð
in this category with its vast
selection
B LÖ
of brews, although
the
prices
can
NDU
HLÍ Ð
be steep for the serving
size. It has
Cards Against Humanity, and there’s
one bartender who sometimes plays
death metal.

Perlan

– for heart, body and soul
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This beautifully designed new bar
looks really fancy, but it has a laidback atmosphere, serves a great
selection of cocktails and beer, and
plays excellent music. The weekend
nighttime crowd is a bit American
Psycho, but
not without its
R
G Uthat’s
RV E
ALL A
charm.
U GV

13. Skúli Craft Bar
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Húrra has been awarded Grapevine’s
coveted “Best All-Around Bar.” It’s a
great place to go anytime for almost
any reason—whether it’s weeknight
drinks, dancing with your friends
MIK
or catching
L AB a gig in their excellent
R AU
T
music and events
programme. They
even have karaoke downstairs!
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recommend the lamb kofte wrap: it’s
to die for.
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23. Geysir

The presence of the aesthetically
immaculate Geysir seems to
continually grow in Reykjaví k ,
17. Stofan
SAM
especially since they launched their
TÚN
own clothing line and accompanying
Vesturgata 3
SÓ
LTÚ
catalogue.
There are two locations
N
When the name of the place literally to drop by on Skólavörðustigur, each
translates to “the living room,” with a differently styled interior. It
might be a little pricey, but you’ll get
it’s pretty much expected to be
MI Ða
very cosy place to kick back withTÚN something high-quality for sure.
some late-afternoon, early-evening
H ÁT
drinks. All their beers and winesÚNon 24. Húrra Reykjavík
happy hour from 4pm until 8pm, and
L AU
it’s a lovely central location
with a Hverfisgata 50 & 78
GA
V EG
BR A
UR floor.
U
TAR and an airy first
dim basement
HO
LT
Many credit this store with Reykjavík’s
sudden obsession with sneakers,
18. Bravó
with people camping outside the
store to get their hands on a new pair.
Laugavegur 22
Needless to say, this store is shaping
SKIP
H
in downtown Reykjavík.
Bravó is Húrra’s sister bar. They have O Lfashion
T
Icelandic beers on tap and DJs at
the weekend, but one of the best
things about Bravó is its lengthy
happy hours—all the way from 11am
to 8pm, in fact.
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There are a handful of Red Cross
locations in Reykjavík, the most
popular of which is a small store on
Laugavegur. Here you’ll be able to
find some pretty cool and unique
stuff for cheap prices.
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This place has a unique and
constantly rotating selection of
beers from Mikkeller and other
carefully picked craft breweries,
knowledgeable bartenders, and it’s
located upstairs from Hverfisgata
12, so you get good weekend DJs,
fancy bar snacksTÚ
and
N pizzas.
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22. Red Cross

GUR

Grandagarði 101
Old Harbour Reykjavík
open daily - 517 24 24
hello@kumiko.is

UR

This standard go-to bar for cocktails
holds its own as far as the mixing
game goes, with a unique menu
and highly skilled bartenders to
shake them up. The bar itself is a
beautifully designed space with
a gorgeous view, right in the Old
Harbour. It closes on the early side,
but it’s great to start out there.
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Mýrargata 2

Sigurjón
Art
Museum

This long-established crafts and
design store has been running since
1940, since way before Icelandic
design was cool. It’s a fascinating
store , loaded with interesting
objects and trinkets. While it might
look like a tourist shop, it’s been
there for seventy or eighty years. So
even if it is a tourist shop, it must be
a good one.
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15. Slippbarinn

Skólavörðustígur 12 & other
locations
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Teahouse Kumiko
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21. Rammagerðin

AR

This fancy-ass cocktail place is
one of the more upscale clubs in
Reykjavík. It has 70s tiki lounge/
B o o gie Nights dé c or, and the
throwback disco music is on point.

at the unique japanese inspired
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comes to size and the quality and
variety of produce on offer, as well
as their lengthy opening hours.
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est and most upbeat track on the
album. Quick intro, short verse,
then straight to the chorus with a
big hook. Ómar, the producer, and
I are both massive Beatles fans and
wanted to take the song into that
direction. However, Ágústa Eva is
not a big Beatles fan so it took us
boys some time to convince her
about the excellence of this track.
Months after it was ready though,
she listened to it and suddenly
said, “Guys, let’s send this one out
now!“
6. Home

Ágústa Eva Erlendsdóttir and Gunnar
Hilmarsson are Sycamore tree
TRACK BY TRACK

‘Shelter’ by
Sycamore Tree
Explosive love and smooth vocals

Words: Sycamore Tree & Hannah Jane Cohen Photo: Saga Sig

LP
Out now

New
duo
Sycamore
Tree recently dropped their debut release
‘Shelter.’ With a smooth ethereal
and romantic sound, the piece
quickly secured the band’s place
as a newcomer to watch. To learn
more, we sat down with one half
of the group, Gunnar Hilmarsson,
to discuss the new album.
1. My Heart Beats For You

The song is about lovers who are
falling deeply in love but don’t
know when they will see each other
again. It was the first song I sent
to Águsta Eva to convince her to
be my better half in this duo. When
she came to the studio and sang it,
there was some magic in the room.
The weather was beautiful, calm,
and sunny—just like the song.
2. Shelter

Love is a strong phenomenon and
when people fall in love they want
to protect and give their partner
a shelter from all things bad—so

‘Shelter.’ The song is also about
the fear of being rejected. It was
the last song we recorded and it
almost didn’t end up on the album.
It was just a coincidence that it
was chosen and then used as the
title track.
3. Trouble

‘Trouble’ has more attitude and
a darker sound than most other
songs on the album. For upcoming pieces, we want to stay within
this sound world. The lyrics talk
about falling for the wrong people
over and over—being attracted to
someone you both love and hate
at the same time. Some people go
from one such relationship to another all their lives.
4. Full of Love

Normally I’m quick at composing
songs and lyrics but this song
actually caused me a lot of headaches. Between recording the first
verse and the second, there was a
one year interval, which was unusual for us.
5. Bright New Day

‘Bright New Day’ is both the short-

I hardly remember writing ‘Home.’ It
was one of those songs that was literally written the first time I played
it and hasn’t changed much since.
It's a simple, clean and beautiful
piece about how songs and love
can make the world a better place.
Ágústa Eva had a bad cold when it
was recorded, which gave colour
to the song. We both have a soft
spot for it.
7. Don’t Let Go

In all honesty, I was not sure about
‘Don’t Let Go’ at first, but Ómar and
Ágústa Eva were convinced we
should continue working on it. It
was good I trusted their judgement. I wrote the song one night
in my underwear on my way to bed.
Sitting in a small wooden chair in
front of the TV, it just came to me.
This song is about lovers who need
to say goodbye but don’t know if or
when they will meet again.
8. Come back to me

When Ágústa Eva and I began this
song, it had very raw guitar and
vocals which worked, but in the
studio it took a complete U-turn.
It’s harder, bitter, and maybe even
colder than the other songs but
still has a gentle undertone. With
cold synthesizers, distorted vocals, and ghost-like keyboards
from the wonderful mind of Ómar,
there’s a mysterious atmosphere
that definitely closes the ‘Shelter’
story. The song is about lovers who
both love and hate each other—a
flammable relationship that occasionally bursts yet always comes
back together. Yes, a bit off the
classic modern love story.
The last words of Ágústa Eva on
this track are, “...like you’ll need me
again.” It’s the perfect way to end
the album: we will be giving you
more soon.
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Thursday Nov 2

JÖRGENSEN/MIDGARDUR
17:00 VAR
18:00 Indriði
19:00 Hugar

Friday Nov 3

ÍSAFOLD/ÞINGHOLT
17:00 Ylfa Marín
18:00 Keto
19:00 Ingunn Huld

Saturday Nov 4
SKÝ/ARNARHVOLL
17:00 Blindur
18:00 Will be revealed later
19:00 Indolore
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WHERE...

BAGELS FROM 599 ISK

JÖRGENSEN / CENTERHOTEL MIÐGARÐUR
Laugavegur 120
105 Reykjavík
+354 595 8565
ÍSAFOLD / CENTERHOTEL ÞINGHOLT
Þingholtsstræti 5
101 Reykjavík
+354 595 8535
SKÝ / CENTERHOTEL ARNARHVOLL
Ingólfsstræti 1
101 Reykjavík
+354 595 8545

Grab a bite at Dunkin’ Donuts. We’re open every day.
Laugavegur 3

Kringlan

Hagasmári 9

Fitjar

KEF Airport

#CENTERHOTELS
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Lóa runs a store from her studio at Hafnarstræti 15, open all Airwaves

Winning

The all-chick, all-crap, highly
creative, fuck-you-that’swho, rap group Cyber just
dropped their first album ‘HORROR’ this
month. It’s a rough and reckless debut
featuring some of Iceland’s most noteworthy rappers, and the mysterious
band Hatari. They are so much cooler
than you. Also, go check out the video
for ‘PSYCHO’ feat. Countess Malaise.
Then get beat up by drag queens. EÞ

out November 3rd

Lóa Hjálmtýsdóttir stops everything
when it’s brought to her attention that
season nine of RuPaul’s Drag Race is
now on Netflix. Although I attempt
to continue the flow of the conversation, she is determined to fact-check
that I am not lying to her. She exclaims a great sigh of relief upon seeing that it’s true. “You have just made
my life so much better, and Árni’s
life so much worse!” she laughs.
She is of course referring to
her long-time partner in life, music, sports and crime, Árni Rúnar
Hlöðversson. Together the two comprise the nucleus of Iceland’s untouchable ultimate party band FM Belfast,
whose fourth album ‘Island Broadcast’ comes out on November 3rd.

Destructively
competitive

This glistening joy is fully present on
their new album. Written, recorded
and produced over the course of several years, the songs are bouncy and
exciting, yet polished and mature. “I
Stinking raisin-sized
don’t take criticism well and I finalego
ly realised that. That was a breakLóa has graciously welcomed me through,” confesses Lóa, referring
into her home, ostensibly, to talk to the process of growth that came
about through the alabout the album. But
bum. “I am destructhe laughter-filled
tively competitive,
conversation veers
which is why I can’t
between topics inplay sports. I once
cluding STDs, first
beat Árni with a flapalbums (Bubbi
py little shoe during
Morthens and Bryan
a game of basketball.”
Adams), outsiderWhen they were
ism, My So-Called
considering the title
Life, and a peek into
for the album, one
Lóa’s supposedly “raisin-sized shrivelled little ego that option was to name it after the track
stinks.” This self-effacing statement ‘Fearless Youth,’ but the matching
seems to speak a comical truth that cover concept brought up Lóa’s fears
about appearing delusional on the
comes with age—know thyself.
“We are releasing and manufac- subject of aging. The lyrics of the
song, however, returing the new album
gpv.is/music
flect the passage of
ourselves, and I’m
Share this + Archives
time that the band
panicking,” she rehas seen. For now,
veals. “I had to meet
someone at the manufacturer and they are embracing their age and
I was imagining that he doesn’t like their exuberance as they head tome, and all these horrible things. wards Airwaves. After that they
It’s not a good job for me. I probably will tour their new album, and Lóa
couldn’t do any job without being is looking forward to losing herself
down. I worry about being unem- in that experience. “When I play I get
to dance and forget who I am for an
ployable.”
Although she is candid in sharing hour so that’s very good for me,” she
her deep anxieties, her mischievous says, laughing. “I have a lot of energy
grin reflects the same joyful exu- made with my little anxiety motor!”
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STANDUP COMEDY
in English every Monday

KARAOKE PARTY
every Tuesday

Huge variety of CONCERTS,
DRAG SHOWS twice a month

Words: Rex Beckett Photo: Íris Dögg Einarsdóttir
berance that comes from seeing FM
Belfast play live. Their shows are a
blur of bouncing bodies, lights,
rainbows, streamers, confetti, and
so much glitter. “I go to Partýbúðin
a lot,” she says, referring to a party supply store in Reykjavík’s Skeifan district. “Everything that we
do starts out as a joke or a random
thing and becomes part of a ceremony and a ritual. We approach it both
as a sport and a ceremony. If we’re
playing at a festival and some band
is being rude, we’re always like, ‘Let’s
win.’ Mostly as a joke, but it’s a fun
mindset.”

bar & live venue

Free entry both nights

FM Belfast give all their power’
‘Island Broadcast’

Gaukurinn

and all sorts of other events!
20/10 (Fri): DRAG-SÚGUR
Queer Variety show - 2500 ISK
Of Monsters and Men recently announced that they’re the first Icelandic
band to pass one billion plays on Spotify. The band has 4.4 million monthly
listeners on the streaming service,
leaving many other notable Icelandic
artists in the dust. By comparison,
other major Icelandic acts had the
following monthly listeners: Björk, 1.5
million; Ásgeir, 1.3 million; Sigur Rós,
909,000; Gísli Pálmi, 16,000. In fact,
the only Icelandic act that edges out
OMAM for most monthly listeners are
country-rockers Kaleo, who blare
through the headphones and stereos
of 4.6 million people each month.
OMAM are working on their next album,
so we’ll tell you when they break the 2
billion mark. EÞ

21/10 (Sat): Queens of the Stone Age
tribute concert - 2500 ISK
25/10 (Wed): Drag-Súgur and the Pink
Ribbon - Donations
26/10 (Thu): Drag-Súgur DRAG LAB –
1500 ISK
27/10 (Fri): Icelandic Metal Assault
II: RÁN, Devine Defilement,
Exile, Óværa - 1000 ISK
28/10 (Sat): HALLOWEEN ICELAND
costume party – 1500 ISK
31/10 (Tue): At 20: Kublai Khan (USA),
Pink Street Boys, Great Grief,
World Narcosis, xGADDAVÍRx,
Snowed In, Phlegm - 1000 ISK
At 23: KARAOKE PARTY - Free entry

“I once beat
Árni with a
flappy little
shoe during
a game of
basketball.”

www.gaukurinn.is
To celebrate Airwaves this year, we at
Grapevine are throwing a couple of
special events. First, we’ll be hosting
a fancy exhibition of our favourite
Iceland Airwaves covers, from over
the years. It’ll be held at Gallery
Port, an independent art space at
Laugavegur 23. From Samaris to Sin
Fang, Sprengjuhöllin, Ólafur Arnalds,
Skúli Sverisson, Retro Stefson and Æla,
it’s going to be a visual feast showing
off many of the country’s top bands
from over the years. There’ll be offvenue concerts in the gallery with beer
provided for all-comers—or at least
early-arrivers—by Einstök. JR

We are very queer
friendly, open and
diverse. And we have
Vegan cocktails.
HAPPY HOUR
every day
from 14 to 21
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Iceland Opera: Tosca
21, 28 Oct., 5, 11 Nov., 20:00, Harpa
Torture. Love.
Suicide. Catholics.
Passion. Yes—Puccini’s masterpiece

‘Tosca’ is coming
to Iceland. With
the spectacular
Claire Rutter

as Floria Tosca,
Kristján Jóhannsson as Mario
Cavaradossi, and
Ólafur Kjartan
Sigurðarson as
Baron Scarpia, the
Icelandic Opera
promises a show
that’ll leave no dry
eye in the audience. Never heard
of it? Well, the
heart-wrenching
melodrama
revolves around
a volatile diva, a
sadistic police officer chief, and an
idealistic artist—

basically a Hollywood blockbuster
with less space
battles are more
vibrato. For real
though, ‘Tosca’ is
one of the most
emotional and
dramatic works
ever composed.
Stop by, laugh, cry,
despair, celebrate,
mourn and we
guarantee that
the next time
you pray, you’ll
be attempting
that famous ‘Vissi
d’arte’ A-flat. HJC

Rise Against
23 Oct., 20:00,
Harpa, 9.990 ISK
Pray for the
refugee and a
savior—Rise
Against is
playing Harpa.
Also there?
Local hardcore
heartthrobs Une
Misére. HJC

Ásta Fanney

HATARI / CYBER

28 October, 21:30, Mengi, 2.000 ISK
Ásta Fanney is
best-known as
the singer of
aYia, but she’s a
poet, artist and
general imaginative everythingist, too. She’ll
steal the stage of
Mengi for a solo

performance
on October
28—expect to
be taken on a
walk through
Ásta’s dreams
to some strange
and unexpected
places. JR

28 Oct., 21:00,
Húrra, 1.500 ISK
Watch the
spiritual
intercourse of
industrial weirdos
Hatari and rap
weirdos Cyber.
It’ll be, uh, weird,
like, weirdly unforgettable. HJC

ZHdK Strings & Ísak Ríkharðsson
28 October, 19:30, Harpa 2.500 ISK
Ísak Ríkharðsson
returns from his
studies in Switzerland as part
of the acclaimed
ZHdK Strings—an
international
string ensemble
consisting of 20
students of the

Zürich University
of the Arts, led
by Prof. Rudolf
Koelman. They’ll
play their favourite bangers by
Mozart, Debussy,
Ravel, Jón Leifs
and Grieg. JR

October 20 - November 2

Concerts & Nightlife
Events listed are all live performances and
DJs. Venues are listed by day. For complete
listings and detailed information on venues
visit grapevine.is/happening.
Send your listings to: listings@grapevine.is.
Friday October 20
Concerts:
Jónína Ara Release Concert
20:00 Harpa
Sláturtíð: Duo Harpverk
20:00 Ásbæjarsafn
Bára Gísladóttir: Mass For Some
21:00 Mengi
Equality Days Final Party:
Alvia Islandia & GKR
20:00 KEX Hostel
Benny Crespo’s Gang / Coral
21:00 Húrra

Alvia Islandia

DJs:

22:00 DJ Dora
Sæta Svínið
22:00 DJ Gervisykur
Tivoli
22:00 DJ Krabbamane / Verkfall Prikið
Boston
22:00 DJ KGB
22:00 DJ Símon FKNHNDSM Kaffibarinn

Saturday October 21
Concerts:
Pearls Of Icelandic Song
17:00 Harpa
Skúli Sverrisson & Ólöf Arnalds
21:00 Mengi
Emil Stabil / Sturla Atlas /
Huginn / Birnir
21:00 Húrra
Sláturtíð: ‘Einvaldóður’
Opera Premiere
15:00 Árbæjarsafn
Sláturtíð: Tinna Þorsteinsdóttir,
Charles Ross & Others
20:00 Árbæjarsafn
Bergljót Arnalds
Album Release Party
15:00 Einar Jónsson Museum
Hillingar
21:00 Stúdentakjallarinn

DJs:

20:30 KEX Hostel
Páll Ivar Release Concert
20:00 Mengi

DJs:

Wednesday October 25

DJs:

Tuesday October 31

Concerts:

22:00 Fonetik Simbol
22:00 DJ Dora
20:00 DJ Sakaris
22:00 DJ KGB
22:00 DJ Óli Dóri

Prikið

22:00 DJ Harry Knuckles

Prikið
Sæta Svínið
Boston
Húrra
Kaffibarinn

Saturday October 28
Concerts:

DJs:
21:00 DJ Pilsner

22:00 DJ KrBear
Boston
22:00 beatmachinearon
Prikið
22:00 DJ KGB
Kaffibarinn
Tivoli
22:00 DJ Fames

Til Death Do Us Part-y
20:00 Stúdentakjallarinn
Adele Tribute Band
22:00 Hard Rock Café
Hatari & Cyber
21:00 Húrra
Ásta Fanney
21:00 Mengi
Icelandic Opera: Tosca
20:00 Harpa
ZHdK Strings & Ísak Ríkharðsson
19:30 Harpa
Pearls Of Icelandic Song
17:00 Harpa

Sunday October 22

DJs:

Concerts:

22:00 DJ Styrmir
22:00 DJ Karítas
22:00 DJ CasaNova
22:00 DJ Lil Drop

DJs:

The Chamber Music Society #3
17:00 Harpa
Bergþór Pálsson Birthday Party
16:00 Harpa
Sunday Jazz
20:00 Bryggjan Brugghús
Paunkholm Release Concert
21:00 The Nordic House
Sláturtíð: ‘Einvaldóður’ Opera
15:00 Árbæjarsafn
Cartoon Night Concert
13:00 KEX Hostel

KverK

DJs:
22:00 DJ Gunni Ewok
22:00 DJ Intr0beatz

Prikið
Kaffibarinn

Thursday October 26
Concerts:

MonJazz
21:00 Húrra
Rise Against
19:30 Harpa

Rasta Gata: RVK Soundsystem
17:00 Bryggjan Brugghús
Jóhanna Guðrún
21:00 Hard Rock Café
Iceland Symphony Orchestra:
Open Rehearsal
9:30 Harpa
Iceland Symphony Orchestra:
Ottensamer & Canellakis
19:30 Harpa
Daði Freyr
20:00 Húrra
Katla Women's Choir
20:30 KEX Hostel

DJs:

DJs:

21:00 DJ Þorsteinn Eyfjörð Kaffibarinn

22:00 DJ De La Rósa
22:00 DJ Sunna Ben
22:00 DJ Esther Silex

DJs:
21:00 DJ Silja Glommi

Kaffibarinn

Monday October 23
Concerts:

Tuesday October 24
Concerts:
Karaoke Party!
22:00 Gaukurinn

Sunday October 29
Concerts:

Kaffibarinn

Wednesday November 1
Concerts:
Iceland Airwaves
Various Times Various Venues
Blues Jam Session
21:00 Dillon
Múlinn Jazz Club:
Sigurður Flosason Quartet
21:00 Harpa
Don Lockwood Band
21:00 Slippbarinn
Party Karaoke With Þórunn Antonia
21:00 Sæta Svínið
Cellar Jazz
21:00 Stúdentakjallarinn
Lovre
20:00 Boston
Smit 7’ Release Party:
Ingibjörg Turchi & Tumi Árnason
17:00 Mengi

Sunday Jazz
20:00 Bryggjan Brugghús
Elektra Ensemble: An Ode to Nature
17:00 Harpa
Devil’s Karaoke
20:00 Húrra
DJs:
22:00 beatmachinearon
Tivoli
22:00 DJ Krystal Carma
Kaffibarinn

Monday October 30

Don Lockwood Band

Concerts:

Thursday November 2

MonJazz
21:00 Húrra
MIMRA
20:00 Lucky Recordsn

Concerts:

Boston
Prikið
Kaffibarinn

Friday October 27
Concerts:
Icelandic Metal Assault:
RÁN / Exile / Devile Defileme
21:00 Gaukurinn
Katla Women's Choir

Boston
Prikið
Kaffibarinn
Tivoli

Kaffibarinn

Concerts:
Karaoke Party!
22:00 Gaukurinn
Ólafur Björn Ólafsson &
Jo Berger Myhre
21:00 Mengi

Queens Of The Stone Age:
Tribute Band
22:00 Gaukurinn
Icelandic Opera: Tosca
20:00 Harpa
Iceland Symphony Orchestra:
Children’s Hour
11:30 Harpa

Karaoke Night
20:00 Loft
Don Lockwood Band
21:00 Slippbarinn
KverK
21:00 Hlemmur Square
Party Karaoke With Þórunn Antonia
21:00 Sæta Svínið
Múlinn Jazz Club:
Ásgeir Ásgeirsson Release Concert
21:00 Harpa
Pearls Of Icelandic Song
17:00 Harpa
Gareth Fig
20:00 Boston

21:00 DJ Hunk Of A Man

Iceland Airwaves
Various Times Various Venues
Madonna & Child / Nina Julia Bang /
Nicolas Kunysz
21:00 Mengi
Rasta Gata: RVK Soundsystem
17:00 Bryggjan Brugghús
Birnir / Flóni
17:00 Stúdentakjallarinn
DJs:
20:00 DJ LSVR

MIMRA

Boston

Quality Craft Beer

Music
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Aðalstræti 9 • tel: +354 5196455 • Facebook: Skuli Craft Bar
Sun - Thu 15:00 - 23:00 • Fri - Sat 15:00 - 01:00

Bára Gísladóttir taking mass

Our Gods Never
Existed

The burnout that lit
creativity

In recent years Bára has been a
sought-after composer and instrumentalist. Her success has brought
with it an emotional strain. “I’ve been
blessed with being fully booked for a
while, but this summer I just burned
Bára Gísladóttir's music mass
out from work,” she says. “I’d started
to feel like I was doing office work.
I love to compose, but what people
often don’t realise is that writing
Words: Elías Þórsson Photo: Art Bicnick
music is not just creativity—it’s also
‘Mass For Some’ is the new album it was hilarious to get the satisfy- a lot of hard work and manual labour.
by composer and a double bass play- ing “bing” sound when I wrote ‘Our Writing things down, and making
er Bára Gísladóttir. It’s a strange Gods are dead’,” Bára says. “It’s also sure they look right.”
It brought her to the brink and she
avant-garde concept album based quite a statement, but I don’t think
around the Christian mass, but in a our gods are dead. I think they nev- didn’t want to make music anymore.
She felt she didn’t have anything to
way, it deconstructs it and turns it er existed.”
The word “mass,” in the context offer and decided to leave Copenon its head with terrifying effects,
random guttural laughter, and the of the album, also takes on another hagen, where she’d been living, and
meaning. When you listen, you feel travel to the remote Borgarfjörður
bone piercing screech of strings.
“I think the album is a bit out of engulfed in the pure mass of sound. Eystri to stay with a friend who was
place and I am working with quite a It’s immensely uncomfortable, yet working there. “I managed to get
bit of black humour, even though I strangely soothing—sort of like if some sleep and I didn’t have to anmight be the only one to find it fun- Wes Anderson did a remake of ‘The swer emails,” says Bára. “I realised
that I actually had time, and began
ny,” says Bára. “But I’m in no way Exorcist.’
The album is also deeply per- thinking about this project through
making fun of the Latin mass forsonal—it’s second song is entitled the night. It came to the point where
mat; I think it’s great.”
‘Afi,’Icelandic for grandfather. “My I had to make it happen just to save
grandfather was the biggest charac- my sanity.”
I nostri dei sono morti
The result of this sanity-saving
ter I’ve met, and my soulmate,” says
One of the more stunningly dis- Bára. “He died in 2013 and now my operation is a remarkable album.
There doesn’t seem
turbing songs on the album is titled dad owns his house.
to be a more apt
‘I nostri dei sono morti-—Italian It stands empty and
gpv.is/music
metaphor for it than
for “Our Gods are dead.” Despite I decided to record
Share this + Archives
the beeping sound
sounding like something carved my entire album
of Duolingo success
into the walls of the seventh circle there. It was strange
of Hell, this is related to the hard- recording there, especially during when you type in “I nostri dei sono
to-describe levity of the album. the night when I could hardly see morti.”
“When I was living in Italy I used anything. I felt like an intruder, creDuolingo to learn Italian, and once ating all these strange sounds and
this sentence came up and I thought screechy noises.”

Marshallhúsið, Grandagarður 20, 101 Reykjavík.
Bus route 14 (Listabraut)
To reserve lunch and dinner call +354 519 7766, or
info@marshallrestaurant.is, marshallrestaurant.is
Closed Mondays.

With his legendary concentration and 45 years of experience our Master
Watchmaker ensures that we take our waterproofing rather seriously.
Gilbert O. Gudjonsson, our Master Watchmaker and renowned craftsman,
inspects every single timepiece before it leaves our workshop.
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Anna Líndal

30.09.–
30.12.2017

Leiðangur
Expedition

The emerging artist... emerging from the fjord, in this case

Another World
Onstage
Sunna is rising

Words: Steindór Grétar Jónsson Photo: Senta Simond
The polished electronica of Sunna Margrét Þórisdóttir—who as a
musician, goes by simply Sunna—
sounds almost surgical at times, yet
somehow fluid. “It doesn’t happen by
accident, but it’s not exactly planned
either,” she explains. “The lyrics and
song—I just do it. I don’t plan ahead.
Sometimes when I record the vocals,
I just press play and sing, so the melody and lyrics may
just appear in the
first take.”
A veteran of the
electro pop band
Bloodgroup, Sunna
now studies visual art
in Lausanne, Switzerland. She maintains
that her approach to
the two artforms is
interconnected. In
fact, her debut single ‘Hero Slave’ was
composed in art history class, even if
the lyrics came partly in her sleep. “I
had a vivid dream about a dog I knew
when I was a child,” she says. “And he
was talking to me, I don’t remember
about what. It’s weird, but fits the
song, since it’s weird, too.”

Stage fright, stage
delight
Sunna has been performing in front
of people her whole life. She’s the
daughter of legendary musician Þórir
Baldursson, whose international
credits include collaborations with
Donna Summer, Grace Jones and
Giorgio Moroder. As a child, Sunna
would perform with
her father at family
events—oftentimes a
song he wrote for the
band Dátar, ‘Leyndarmál.’ At age 18, Sunna joined Bloodgroup,
and started touring
extensively, both domestically and abroad.
Despite all this
experience, she still
suffers from stage fright. “If I’m with
a band, it’s easier,” she explains. “I’m
not alone on stage, going ‘Hey, look
at me!’ I can breathe easier. But still,
especially in Iceland, I get massive
stage fright. I once performed at The
Icelandic Music Awards and I really
don’t remember doing it! I was just

“You reach this
stage-high out
there singing
and playing,
with the lights
and smoke enveloping you.”

so nervous, I felt like I was dying. I
don’t know how to get rid of this.”
She’s been able to adjust, to some
extent, for the sake of the end goal.
“Three minutes before I go onstage
I feel like I need to pee really bad,
even if I don’t have to,” she says. “You
just tell yourself, ‘No, you don’t have
to pee, just go on stage!’ And if you
power through, it goes away. Then
when you’ve passed the point of no
return, you reach this stage-high. And
the feeling that comes over you, out
there singing and playing, the lights
and smoke enveloping you—it’s just
another world. It’s crazy, absolutely
crazy. Maybe that’s why I go on.”

Kjarvalsstaðir
Flókagata 24
105 Reykjavík
+354 411 6420

Open daily
10h00–17h00
artmuseum.is
#listasafnreykjavikur

Visual performances
Sunna is set to perform off-venue at
Iceland Airwaves, with bassist Ingibjörg Turchi and guitarist Mr. Silla.
“I was so happy when they said yes,”
Sunna says. “I had this dream team
in my head and I couldn’t believe
that I could get such a great group
together.” Their first concert is at
7pm on Wednesday, 1 November, at
Mengi, followed by a Kaffibarinn performance at 5pm on Friday.
Concertgoers can expect Sunna’s
visual art background to bleed into
her live performances, as it does with
her music. “My concert at LungA Festival this summer is the best example,” she says. “It was essentially an
installation, because I painted this
massive plastic sheet and hung it up
to project visuals onto it. It felt more
like an experience than just a concert,
which is exactly what I was going for.”

THIS AD SPACE IS RESERVED FOR
ROSENBERG KLAPPARSTÍG 27 TO
ADVERTISE THEIR LOVELY BREAKFAST
& LUNCH WHICH EVERYONE ARE
TALKING ABOUT
THIS AD SPACE IS RESERVED FOR
ROSENBERG KLAPPARSTÍG 27 TO
ADVERTISE THEIR LOVELY BREAKFAST
& LUNCH WHICH EVERYONE ARE
TALKING ABOUT

• Skólavör›ustígur 19 tel.: (+354) 552 1890
• Borgartún 31
tel.: (+354) 562 1890

WWW.HANDKNIT.IS

Art

i8 Gallery
Tryggvagata 16
101 Reykjavík
info@i8.is
t: +354 551 3666
www.i8.is

Find today's events
in Iceland!
Download our free
listings app - APPENING
on the Apple and
Android stores

Ásta Fanney: going up?

The Poetry Of Life
Ásta Fanney’s soundtrack for ‘Íó’ reconsiders
poetry and sound
Words: Alice Demurtas Photo: Juliette Rowland

EGILL SÆBJÖRNSSON
until 25 November 2017

Náttúrufræðistofa Kópavogs
Natural History Museum of Kópavogur

Gerðarsafn
Kópavogur Art Museum

VISIT KÓPAVOGUR
CULTURE HOUSES
AND EXPERIENCE
EMPLACEMENT:
Einar Garibaldi Eiríksson &
Kristján Steingrímur Jónsson &

A NEW
GEOLOGICAL
EXHIBITION
& MORE

Salurinn Concert Hall
Náttúrufræðistofa Kópavogs Natural History Museum of Kópavogur
Bókasafn Kópavogs Kópavogur Public Library
Sundlaug Kópavogs Kopavogur Thermal Pool
Kópavogskirkja Kopavogur Church

Hamraborg 4–6
Kópavogur
Bus 1, 2 & 4

It’s a stormy Tuesday night when
I meet artist Ásta Fanney Sigurðardóttir in the dark hall of
Hótel Holt. Desperate for peace
and quiet, we decide to hide inside the tiny red elevator. Ásta has
recently been asked to create the
soundtrack for a children’s play
called ‘Íó’—an all-women show
that will premiere in Tjarnarbíó
on October 29.
As she speaks, Ásta’s eyes pierce
through me, and her soft-spoken
words fill the space like a thick,
glimmering mist. She pushes the
button for the fourth floor with a
smile, and up we go, with a sonorous clank.

Darkness and light
Despite having made music for
years—both on her own, and with
her band aYia—this is Ásta’s first
time weaving a soundtrack for a
theatre piece. “It started as this
kind of journey, where there was
a script for it, but when it came
down to it there wasn’t really a
script,” she says. “So it was like
making something from invisible
clay.”
She began by creating long

symphony tracks in her studio, inspired by Hans Zimmer’s powerful
melodies, but she soon realized she
had gone too dark. “The girls were
listening, silent, still-faced and
then they said, ‘Ásta, are you going
to pay a psychologist for the children?’” she chuckles. “The music
was really scary—super dramatic
and heavy—so I had to throw it all
away.” As if pulled down by Ásta’s
sudden gravity, the elevator starts
to descend.

Liquid lines
In the end, Ásta drew from the joyous nature of the play to give the
soundtrack an upbeat electronic
jolt, that is nevertheless still in
tune with Ásta’s melancholic soul.
It’s precisely this eagerness to experiment—as well as her knack for
improvisation—that gives Ásta’s
work its resonance. You can see
it in the way she swings between
thoughts, framing every word
with fluid hand gestures. She’s often been referred to as a poet, but
Ásta doesn’t like categorisations
when it comes to her work. Music,
poetry and visual arts don’t exist
in a vacuum; rather, as she says,

“It’s like lines in a swimming pool,
but the water is the same.”
It comes as no surprise, then,
that she poured her heart and soul
in an art piece that has enclosed
music, literat ure, poetr y and
visual performance within a single cocoon. “With the soundtrack,
I’m connecting all these elements
to the music because everything
is from the same source,” she explains, as the sound of the elevator
sliding upward once more fills our
ears. “Your vision connects to your
ears. The people that are doing the
play and the costumes do tactual work—so my element in this is
making something tactual for the
ears.”

Feminine energy
It’s clear that this collaboration
took Ásta to corners of her spirit that she hadn’t had a chance to
explore, pondering sounds and
silences alike. Working with a
team made solely of women also
gave her work a different energy.
“These ladies have a very special
charm to them,” she ref lects.
“When I’m working with them it’s
so special—it’s a kind of healing
energy, and you’re right in it. I’ve
never been in anything so empowering.”
As Ásta steps out of the elevator and into the darkness, I don’t
think she realises that she holds
some of that power too, with an inner spirit that speaks a thousand
tongues, and is destined to tell a
thousand more tales.

An absolute
must-try!
Saegreifinn restaurant (Sea Baron) is like none other
in Iceland; a world famous lobster soup and a diverse
fish selection.
Open 11:30 -22:00

saegreifinn.is
Geirsgata 8 • 101 Reykjavík • Tel. 553 1500 • seabaron8@gmail.com
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a sprawling and
confounding multimedia explosion
“Out of Controll in
Venice”, Berlinbased artist Egill
Sæbjörnsson returns to Reykjavík
for a victory lap.
Apparently based
Out of Controll in RVK
on an extension of his troll
Ugh & Boogar Jewellery
concept, his new
October 12-November 30, i8 Gallery
solo exhibition is
entitled “Ugh &
Boogar Jewelamok at the
After letting
lery,” and turns
Venice Biennale
his trolls, Ugh
earlier this year in the gallery into
& Boogar, run

a plush blue environment filled
with… well. Your
guess is as good
as ours. Shiny
artefacts and
strings of rocks.
Troll jewellery? It
seems so. Head
over to i8 gallery
on Hafnarstræti
if you feel like
taking a swing at
this particularly
odd, cartoonish,
troll-infested
riddle. JR

No Implants...Seriously

(Un)natural

implanted into
her 73 inch bust
to catch criminals
Nov. 2, 20:00, Bíó sounds titillatParadís, 1.600 ISK ing, don’t miss
this screening of
If watching a film Doris Wishman’s
sexploitation epic.
based on the
HJC
premise of a spy
having a camera

HRAUN: Yogan
Muller

'Double Agent
73' Screening

greater Reykjavík
and Reykjanes
area. There, it is
Until Dec. 5,
easy to see how
Reyk. Museum Of nature interacts
Photography
with man-made
environments
“Hraun” explores and modernisation. Is there
areas on the
periphery of the harmony? HJC

Spirits and Stuff
Jón Sæmundur painter who explores the spiriAuðarson
tual properties
and possibilities
Until Oct. 30,
of paint. Check
Gallery Port
out his latest
discoveries at
Jón Sæmundur
Gallery Port. JR
Auðarson is a

October 20 - November 2

Art Listings
Events are listed by venue. For complete listings
and detailed information on venues visit
grapevine.is/happening.
Send your listings to: listings@grapevine.is
Opening

• Runs until October 22, 2017

SIGURJÓN ÓLAFSSON’S ART MUSEUM
Two Comrades
Influential avant-garde artists and
friends Sigurjón Ólafsson and Asger
Jorn are shown together here with
the hopes to open a dialogue which
will throw light upon unexplored
links between these prolific artists.
• Opens on October 21, 2017
• Runs until May, 2018

Comparative Vandalism
In the late 1950s, Asger Jom began
working on an encyclopaedia covering Nordic folk art. Tens of thousands of the photos for this project
ended up unused—come see them
here.
• Runs until January 21, 2018

MUSEUM OF DESIGN AND APPLIED ART
Icelandic Album Covers
Iceland is known for its music, so
come see the main trends in album
cover design from the mid 20th
century to the present day. There
will be an opening event on the 27th
featuring music by Tonik Ensemble,
Myrra and dj flugvél og geimskip.
• Opens on October 27, 2017
• Runs until January 28, 2018
SPÖNGIN CULTURE HOUSE
Ferðalag línu og forma
Anna Þ. Guðjónsdóttir presents a
series of drawings and watercolours
inspired by the geometric patterns
in Islamic architecture.
• Opens on October 28, 2017
• Runs until December 14, 2017

Ongoing

THE CULTURE HOUSE
'Points of View'
Guests are taken on a journey
through the Icelandic visual world of
past and present.
• On permanent view
THE NATIONAL GALLERY
Orka
To commemorate Steina’s twentieth
anniversary of her representing the
nation at the Venice Biennale, this
exhibit presents the exact works
shown there.
• Runs until January 31, 2018
Treasures of a Nation
This new long-term exhibit presents
a selected number of works from
1884 to 1911 of mostly Danish and
Scandinavian artists.
• Runs until December 31, 2017
Dr. Selma Jónsdóttir: A Centennial
Dr. Selma Jónsdóttir was the first
director of the National Gallery of
Iceland. This small exhibit commemorates her centennial.

EINAR JÓNSSON MUSEUM
Permanent Exhibition
The museum contains close to
300 artworks including a beautiful
garden with 26 bronze casts of the
artist’s sculptures.
• On permanent view
GALLERÝ H
Rat Race
Haraldur Ingi Haraldsson presents
19 paintings inspired by politics and
the addiction to power.
• Runs until December 21, 2017
RAMSKRAM
In The Blink Of An Eye
Ever since Inga Sólveig Friðjónsdóttir read 1001 Nights, she’s been
obsessed with different countries.
In this series of travel photographs,
come see cultures that lurk behind
closed doors.
• Runs until November 5, 2017

There, nature interacts with manmade environments and modernisation. Is there harmony?
• Runs until December 5, 2017
REYKJAVÍK ART MUSEUM KJARVALSSTAÐIR
Kjarval – Key Works
Kjarvalsstaðir was actually named
after the artist Jóhannes Sveinsson
Kjarval. This exhibit asks: Does the
value lie in natural beauty for its
own sake, in the hidden life within it,
in our potential for utilisation, or in
the transience?
• Runs until December 31, 2017
Anna Líndal: Expedition
A retrospective of the work of artist
Anna Líndal, Expedition, spans Anna's
career of almost thirty years.
• Runs until December 30, 2017
REYKJAVÍK ART MUSEUM - HAFNARHÚS
Erró: More is Beautiful
This exhibition shines a special
light on Erró’s works which revolve
around excess and density, creating
intricate and charged structures
related to politics, science, fiction
and art history.
• Runs until May 13, 2018
Doubling
Pierre Coulibeuf is an avant-garde
filmmaker and visual artist. Here, he
presents three video installations
created in collaboration with three
Icelandic dancers .
• Runs until November 11, 2017
Greater-Iceland
The group exhibition features works
by international artists who have
settled in Iceland for limited or
extended period of time.
• Runs until January 7, 2018

THE NORDIC HOUSE
THE CITY BEING
THE CITY BEING explores various
aspects of our modern cities, with
contemporary Reykjavik as the main
point of reference.
• Runs until November 5, 2017

D31: Garden
Anna Rún Tryggvadóttir is the 31st
artist to show in the Gallery D exhibition series, which aims to give promising artists a chance to work within
the museum.
• Runs until January 21, 2018

Å blåsa kvitt
Klara Sofie Ludvigsen presents a
photographic work that explores
the improvisational potential of
photography.
• Runs until October 30, 2017

BERG CONTEMPORARY
Dodda Maggý
Lingering on the verge of cinema,
video art, and music composition,
Dodda Maggý employs many mediums
with a cross-disciplinary approach.
• Runs until October 21, 2017

REYKJAVÍK MUSEUM OF PHOTOGRAPHY
Sugar Paper Theories
The Geirfinnur case captivated
Iceland. Here, dive into the evidence
with Jack Latham, who photographed the places and people
involved.
• Runs until January 10, 2018
HRAUN: Yogan Muller
“Hraun” explores areas on the periphery of Reykjavík and Reykjanes.

GERÐUBERG CULTURE HOUSE
Colonists Of Fire And Ice
Without its ethereal fields of moss,
the county of Iceland would be
rather barren. Here, watercolourist Darek Mundell presents works
inspired by this oft-ignored plant.
• Runs until November 19, 2017
Posters From Poland
Go back in time with Polish artists

Leszek Żebrowski, Monika Starowicz
and Sebastian Kubica who will be
showcasing their poster works—like
Polish history class, but way better.
• Runs until November 9, 2017

scapes but rather let them inspire
him to find a motivation to capture
it.
• Runs until October 31, 2017

LISTASALUR MOSFELLSBÆJAR
Font and Art
Literature and writing teacher Þorvaldur Jónasson presents a series
of fonts that tell the story of fiction
and calligraphy from the time of
Christ until the present.
• Runs until October 28, 2017

Egill Sæbjörnsson
Based an the troll concept, Egill’s
solo exhibition turns the gallery
into a plush blue environment filled
with… well. Your guess is as good as
ours. Troll jewellery?
• Runs until November 25, 2017

HVERFISGALLERÍ
Chickenshit
Stupid males doing something that
they think is very important but is
really just onanistic nonsense—that
is the inspiration for this exhibit.
• Runs until October 28, 2017
GERÐARSAFN – KÓPAVOGUR ART
MUSEUM
Emplacement: Part One
Emplacement presents the work of
Icelandic painters Einar Garibaldi
Eiríksson and Kristján Steingrímur
Jónsson. Part one features recent
works based on on landscapes,
nature and monuments.
• Runs until October 29, 2017
THE LIVING ART MUSEUM
Does The Mirror Make The Picture
This solo exhibition by Joan Jonas
presents a selection of multidiscinplinary works spanning her whole
career. Her works investigate timebased structures and the politics of
spectatorship using many mediums.
• Runs until December 10, 2017
ART67
Thomas Fleckenstein
Fleckenstein’s photographs do not
aim to document nature or land-

I8

SÍM GALLERY
Completely Dishonest
Does a man need to understand his
existence? His ego? This question is
explored by ten recent graduates of
the Iceland Arts Academy.
• Runs until October 24, 2017
GRÓFIN CULTURE HOUSE
THE WAIT
‘THE WAIT’ is a photo exhibition that
provides a window into the daily life
of those who are waiting for their
asylum applications in Iceland to be
processed.
• Runs until November 5, 2017
SKAFTFELL
Pollur-spegill
Margrét H. Blöndal made these
works just days before the start
of the exhibition, turning everday
materials into curiousitys.
• Runs until November 26, 2017
MIR GALLERY
Messengers
British-Russia artist Katya Gerasimova Bosky uses the title "Messengers" in English and "Joy" in
Russian, which together express the
picturesque message she wishes to
put out into world.
• Runs until October 28, 2017

Organic bistro
EST 2006

Tryggvagata 11,Volcano house
Tel:511-1118
Mon-Sun 12:00-21:00
www.fishandchips.is

Film

Find today's events
in Iceland!
Download our free
listings app - APPENING
on the Apple and
Android stores

FILM

Poseidon Has Left
The Building
New documentary ‘Atlantis, Iceland’ sinks
Words: Rex Beckett Photo: Still from the film
Music documentaries about Iceland have had a fairly spotty past,
and their titles are often met with
extended groans, so when I came
across the Australian-made title
‘Atlantis, Iceland’ in this year’s
RIFF program, I knew I had to
witness it. The description of the film
presented it as approaching Iceland’s
punk scene, which
highly intrigued me,
given that those are
my people. I knew
this one deserved a
chance.
The movie begins
with the basis of a
potentially interesting central story about a nameless, faceless Australian man fascinated by three
young Icelandic girls he had seen
in a movie years ago. The film’s title eludes him but the images of
the girls haunts him. As he arrives
in Iceland, the country hits one of
the many recent political fracases
and the man’s inner activist punk
is galvanized to engage.

ers spent zero time downtown on
a weekend night out. So loud, so
belligerent, so Iceland.
The filmmakers take one opportunity to delve into political
discussion by prodding the minds
of the masses at a Halloween costume party, where
the unnamed, intoxicated speakers deliver cringe-inducing
repartee worthy of a
9th grade angst manifesto. At this point it
feels like the movie
may have veered entirely away from its
original plot. It even
seems to cease being
a music documentary. But it all
keeps circling back to these places
in sharply edited, recycled footage
and bizarre displaced narration.

“The film cuts
to poorly contextualized interviews with
local bands
who reinforce
old clichés.”

Bizarre narration
Unfortunately the film quickly cuts
away to poorly contextualized interviews with local bands who reinforce old clichés, clearly spurred
on by poor questions. Answers
from Allie Doersch—vocalist for
Tófa, and an American immigrant
to Iceland—seem to suggest basic
questions about why she wanted
to move there. The questions generally miss opportunities to ask
people engaged in political punk
rock about even the basic electoral
process. Instead of examining the
culture of being quiet and lining up
properly at the polls, they simply
state: “So quiet, so polite, so Iceland”—proving that the interview-

Shit sandwich
One of the best parts of the movie is the inclusion of comedians
Hugleikur Dagsson and Jono Duffy,
who present one of the most realistic, down to earth and non-clichéd

perspectives in the film. But again,
it comes out of nowhere, existing
in its own space. The scene ends
and immediately cuts away to the
banking crash of 2008 and the
Panama Papers scandal.
The film’s return to constantly
discussing how beautiful people
outside of Iceland think the country is, and the rising tourist interest, comes across as grating and
smarmy. It’s glaringly false when
it’s claimed that Iceland is one of
the last “untouched” places in the
world, when huge sections of the
country’s natural landscape have
been decimated by heavy industry
(see: Káranhjúkur).
The movie best holds together when it returns once again to
the central plot surrounding the
three girls in the movie. Eventually the mysterious man finds
that these girls were from Chris
Marker’s ‘Sans Soleil,’ but this anticlimactic reveal topples the projected ideal of perfect happiness
that he derived from those images.
The mysterious faceless character
suddenly disappears from sight
and seemingly from actual existence. He has realised that there is
no Atlantis under this frozen rock,
and the shattered illusion shatters
the narrative. The movie’s bizarre
conclusion seems to abandon any
connection to its original aim and
what’s left feels like the kind of
sandwich you make when you’re
high—two pieces of plain white
bread on the outside and a lot of
bullshit in the middle.

A confused Australian following his Icelandic dream
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The
Culture
House

Ooky-Spooky!

Various Events
Friday October 20
Guided Tour
12:00 The National Gallery Of Iceland
Tommy Tiernan
21:00 Harpa
Drag-Súgur Halloween Show
21:00 Gaukurinn
Saturday October 21
Foosball Tournament
20:00 Loft
How To Become Icelandic
In 60 Minutes
19:00 Harpa
Beer Yoga
15:00 KEX Hostel
Sunday October 22
Hangover Cinema: Dark City
21:00 Prikið
Icelandic Sagas: The Greatest Hits
20:15 Harpa
Yoga Class (Free!)
12:00 Loft Hostel
Party Bingo!
21:00 Sæta Svínið
Meditation Hour
20:00 ODDSSON
Monday October 23
Standup Comedy
21:00 Gaukurinn
Tuesday October 24
Stand Up: The Goonsquad
20:30 Græna Herbergið
Drink & Draw
20:00 Húrra
Vinyasa Flow
17:30 Skúlagata 30
Wednesday October 25
Danceoke
21:00 Húrra
Íslenskt Snitsel /
Janus Bragi Jakobsson
21:00 Mengi
Swap Til You Drop
16:30 Loft
Pop Quiz
21:00 Stúdentakjallarinn
Thursday October 26
How To Become Icelandic
In 60 Minutes
19:00 Harpa
I volunteer / Unnur Elísabet

Gunnarsdóttir & 13 Artists
21:00 Mengi
Drag-Súgur DRAG LAB
21:00 Gaukurinn
Kids Art Workshop
9:00 Gerðasafn Kópavogur
The Politicians Talent Show
20:00 Stúdentakjallarinn
Vinyasa Flow
17:30 Skúlagata 30

National
Museum of
Iceland

19:00 Gaukurinn
Thursday November 2
Vinyasa Flow
17:30 Skúlagata 30

Friday October 27
Guided Tour
12:00 The National Gallery Of Iceland
Polyglot Conference
16:00 Harpa
Climathon: 24-Hour Hackathon
13:00 Matís
Kids Art Workshop
9:00 Gerðasafn Kópavogur
Saturday October 28
How To Become Icelandic
In 60 Minutes
19:00 Harpa
Daniel Sloss: NOW
21:00 Harpa
HALLOWEEN Iceland:
No Costume, No Entry
21:00 Gaukurinn

The Culture House

National Museum of Iceland

The country’s largest
museum of cultural
history from settlement
to present day.

Manuscripts, fine art, natural
specimens, curiosities and
archeaological findings form
the exhibition Points of View.

Suðurgata 41
101 Reykjavík
www.thjodminjasafn.is
tel +354 530 22 00

Hverfisgata 15
101 Reykjavík
www.safnahusid.is
tel +354 530 22 10

The exhibitions, shops and cafés are open daily 10 - 17

Closed on Mondays 16/9 – 30/4

Taste the
best of Iceland
ICELANDIC GOURMET FEAST

Sunday October 29

Starts with a shot of the infamous Icelandic
spirit Brennívín

Party Bingo!
21:00 Sæta Svínið
Yoga Class (Free!)
12:00 Loft Hostel
Meditation Hour
20:00 ODDSSON
Íó: Play For Children
15:00 Tjarnarbíó
Hangover Cinema:
Millennium Actress
21:00 Prikið
How To Become Icelandic
In 60 Minutes
19:00 Harpa

Followed by 7 delicious tapas
• Smoked puffin with blueberry“brennivín” sauce
• Icelandic Arctic Charr with peppers-salsa
• Lobster tails baked in garlic
• Pan-fried line caught blue ling with lobster-sauce
• Grilled Icelandic lamb Samfaina
• Minke Whale with cranberry-sauce
And for dessert
• White chocolate "Skyr" mousse with passion
fruit coulis

Monday October 30
Standup Comedy
21:00 Gaukurinn

8.690 kr.

Tuesday October 31
Stand Up: The Goonsquad
20:30 Græna Herbergið
Cult Movie Night: Halloween Special
20:00 Húrra
Northern Lights
20:30 Tjarnarbíó
Buffy Screening

late night dining
Our kitchen is open
until 23:30 on weekdays
and 01:00 on weekends

RESTAURANT- BAR
Vesturgata 3B | 101 Reykjavík | Tel: 551 2344 | www.tapas.is

Culture
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mation about how the movement of
bodies of material effects and operates
in space. This was particularly valuable to me while I was developing an
installation practice that depends on
movement and processual treatment of
materials.

Johannes Itten

I saw a retrospective of Johannes’s
work a few years ago and was floored
by the intention, precision and knowledge that it contained. It’s difficult to
translate the experience into words,
but I couldn’t move, and tears trickled
from my eyes completely involuntarily.
I wasn't sad or happy or overcome by
any emotion. It was a moment of purely
sensing this work of art. The experience came at a crucial point for me as
I was already searching for potentials
within my two dimensional watercolor
practice. It reinforced my commitment
to and confidence in the potential of
the medium.

Anna Rún Tryggvadóttir

Oskar Schlemmer

Oskar’s weird sculptural bodies have
been companions for years. He investigated how bodies move in space, and
choreographed masterful scenes of
sculptural bodies navigating the cinematic frame. The sculptures and costumes serve as caricatures of the actions they perform. His sense of color
is unique, combining opposite and
complementary colors in a fluid and
intriguing way.

Eccentric Sound And
Movement In Space
A few of Anna Rún Tryggvadóttir's favourite things
MAKING OF
AN ARTIST
Words & Photo:
Anna Rún
Tryggvadóttir

Anna Rún Tryggvadóttir is an Icelandic
visual artist based in Berlin. She has also
worked in theatre, designing sets and costumes. Now she has an exhibition in the
Reykjavík Art Museum called ‘Garden,’
which will be up and running until January 14. Here are a few of her formative
influences.
I was brought up by people that knew
how to make things, mend them and
make them work. Being repeatedly
exposed to other people's intuitive
knowledge of materials gave me confidence and curiosity to find my own
ways around making. I believe those
lessons in carpentry, knitting, electricity, etc., have today turned into a
multidivisional toolkit that I base my
art practice on. When it comes to naming artists or artwork that have been
influential to me, I get a bit disoriented. There have been so many that have
moved me; the list is endless. This is
just a fraction of those who have influ-

William Forsythe - Line Point Line

enced me, and I owe them all my deepest gratitude..

This choreographer did a wonderful
tutorial illustrating the force of body
movements in a sequence called ‘Line
Point Line.’
Guo Fengyi’s QuiGong

Sólveig Aðalsteinsdóttir - Evaporated
Water Colour

Tim Hawkinson - Uberorgan

Sólveig Aðalsteinsdóttir’s work—in
particular, ‘Evaporated Water Color’—
was an early influence that triggered
a sense of the impermanence of our
daily actions, and presents the power
involved in exposing materials in a vulnerable state.

DISTILLERY TOUR

This installation of a giant functional instrument was made with cheap
materials, and a sense of urgency and
immediacy, all of which I can relate to.
Schlemmer, Forsythe and Hawkinson
have given me insight into and infor-

PRICE: 2.900 ISK

Guo Fengyi was a self-trained artist
who turned to ancient Chinese medicine, and the practice of QuiGong, after
severe arthritis. Through her practice,
she developed visions that she translated into fine ink pen drawings resembling bodies or figures, but abstract
overall. It was such a pleasure to meet
her work and witness how she managed to make such a direct link to the
evasive visual dimension of meditation
practice without it becoming banal or
dogmatic.

gpv.is/making
Share this + Archives

SAVE 15%

WITH PROMO CODE

GRAPE19
FROM 1.-18. NOV

Eimverk Distillery is Icelands’ ﬁrst and only
whisky distillery. During the tour you will
learn about the process of making whisky in
Iceland from grain to glass with 100% local
ingredients as well as tasting Eimverks Flóki
Whisky, Vor Gin and Víti Brennivín.

AVAILABILITY AND BOOKING:
www.ﬂokiwhisky.is/tours
tours@eimverk.com
MON - SAT, 16:00 & 17:30

“Best distillery tour ever!”
- Ali B

“Must Do In Iceland If You're
A Single Malt Whisky Fan”
- Patman

“Taste Iceland in a bottle”
- Andrew
*Reviews from Tripadvisor
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A GUIDE THAT
FUCKS YOU UP

A selection from

Every
Happy
Hour
in 101 Reykjavík

AMERICAN BAR
Every day from
16:00 to 19:00.
Beer 650 ISK,
Wine 750 ISK.
APÓTEK
Every day from
16:00 to 18:00.
Beer 695 ISK,
Wine 745 ISK.
BAR ANANAS
Every day from
16:00 to 20:00.
Beer 700 ISK,
Wine 800 ISK,
Cocktails 1.600
ISK.
BAZAAR
Every day from
14:00 to 18:00.
Beer 650 ISK,
Wine 750 ISK,
Cocktails 1,800
ISK.
BRASS BAR AND
BISTRO
Every day from
15:00 to 18:00.
Beer 800 ISK,
Wine 800 ISK,
Cocktails 1,500
ISK,
Champagne
7500 ISK.
BRAVÓ
Every day from
11:00 to 20:00.
Beer 700 ISK,
Wine 900 ISK.

Get the complete
Happy Hour listings!
Download our free app appy hour on the Apple
and Android stores

BRYGGJAN
BRUGGHÚS
Every day from
16:00 to 19:00.
Beer 750 ISK,
Wine 950 ISK.
FORRÉTTABARINN
Every day from
16:00 to 19:00.
Beer 500 ISK,
Wine 700 ISK.
GAUKURINN
Every day from
14:00 to 21:00.
Beer 600 ISK,
Wine 750 ISK,
Shots 750 ISK.
HLEMMUR
SQUARE
Every day from
16:00 to 20:00.
Beer 750 ISK,
Wine 750 ISK,
Cocktails 1,250
ISK.

HÚRRA
Mon-Sat from
18:00 to 21:00,
Sunday from
19:00 to 21:00.
Beer 700 ISK,
Wine 700 ISK.
ÍSLENSKI BARINN
Every day from
16:00 to 18:00.
Beer 700 ISK,
Wine 700 ISK.
ÍSAFOLD
Every day from
16:00 to 18:00.
Beer 600 ISK,
Wine 900 ISK.
KAFFIBARINN
Every day from
15:00 to 20:00.
Beer 700 ISK,
Wine 700 ISK.
KEX HOSTEL
Every day from
17:00 to 19:00.
Beer 650 ISK,
Wine 650 ISK.
KUMIKO
Every day from
17:00 to 19:00.
Beer 850 ISK,
Wine 800 ISK,
Cockails 1.700
ISK.
KRYDDLEGIN
HJÖRTU
Every day from
17:00 to 19:00.
Beer 850 ISK,
Wine 900 ISK.
LOFT
Every day from
16:00 to 19:00.
Beer 650 ISK,
Wine 700 ISK.

PUBLIC HOUSE
Every day from
15:00 to 18:00,
23:00 to 1:00.
Beer 790 ISK,
Wine 790 ISK.
RED CHILI
Every day from
16:00 to 18:00.
Beer 650 ISK,
Wine 650 ISK.
SÆTA SVÍNIÐ
Every day from
15:00 to 18:00.
Beer 645 ISK,
Wine 745 ISK.
SKY
Every day from
16:00 to 18:00.
Beer 600 ISK,
Wine 900 ISK.

EL SANTO
Week days from
17:00 to 19:90,
weekends from
22:00 to 1:00
Beer 700 ISK,
Wine 1000 ISK,
Cockails 1.750
ISK.

PRIKIÐ
Every day from
16:00 to 20:00.
Beer 600 ISK,

HAPPY HOUR IN TOWN
EVERY DAY BETWEEN 23:00-01:00

TAPAS BARINN
Every day from
17:00 to 18:00.
Beer 645 ISK,
Wine 745 ISK.
STÚDENTAKJALLARINN
Every day from
16:00 to 19:00.
Beer 550 ISK,
Wine 700 ISK.

SKÚLI CRAFT BAR
Every day from
16:00 to 19:00.
Beer 600 ISK,
Wine 750 ISK.

UNO
Every day from
15:00 to 18:00.
Beer 425 ISK,
Wine 700 ISK,
Cocktails 1.200
ISK.

SOLON BISTRO
Every day from
16:00 to 19:00.
Beer 800 ISK,
Wine 800 ISK,
Cockails 2 for 1
2.500 ISK.

UPPSALIR
Every day from
17:00 to 19:00.
Beer 800 ISK,
Wine 1.350 ISK,
Cocktails 1.990
ISK.

STOFAN CAFE
Every day from
16:00 to 20:00.
Beer 750 ISK,
Wine 950 ISK.

VEÐUR
Every day from
12:00 to 19:35.
Beer 800 ISK,
Wine 800 ISK.

SUSHI SOCIAL
Every day from
17:00 to 18:30.
Beer 645 ISK,
Wine 745 ISK,
Half-priced
cocktails

ÖLSTOFAN
Every day from
15:00 to 20:00.
Beer 750 ISK,
Wine 800 ISK.

MARBAR
Every day from
18:00 to 21:00.
Beer 550 ISK,
Wine 700 ISK,
Cockails 1.200
ISK.
PABLO DISCOBAR
Every day from
16:00 to 18:00.
Beer 495 ISK,
Wine 700 ISK,
Cocktails 750
ISK.

HAPPIEST

publichouse.is
Laugavegur 24 - 555 7333
/GastroPubRvk

@publichousegastropub

Where you will find the locals
Featured Happy Hour

JOIN THE LOCALS AT THIS HIDDEN GEM IN DOWNTOWN REYKJAVÍK FOR
A UNIQUE MEAL IN A FUN, RELAXED ATMOSPHERE. ALL OF OUR DISHES
ARE COMPOSED OF HIGH QUALITY ICELANDIC INGREDIENTS THAT OUR
MASTERCHEFS PREPARE WITH A LATIN TWIST.

ping by to drink
some shockingly
cheap beer and
wine. You'll feel
like a royal on a
Apótek is a relaroyale budget.
tively ritzy place
That's the French
so make sure to
royale—aka a Big
wear your best
duds before stop- Mac. HJC
Apótek
Austurstræti 16
16:00 to 18:00

Happy Hour 16-18

BURRO TAPAS + STEAKS - BY INGÓLFSTORG VELTUSUND 1
+354 552 7333 WWW.BURRO.IS

@burro_rvk

/BurroRvk

Books
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"Most of Western literature revolves around straight white men."

Lesbian Crime Fiction
From Iceland
Lilja Sigurðardóttir's ‘Snare’ published in the UK
Words: Björn Halldórsson Photo: Gunnar Freyr Steinsson

Keflavík
International
Airport

Traveling the south coast or Golden Circle?

Reykjavík

Eyrarbakki
Vík

Hafið Bláa

This October, a new Icelandic author launched into the expanding
genre of Scandinavian crime fiction available in English. Lilja Sigurðardóttir's thriller ‘Snare’ is the
first in her Reykjavík Noir Trilogy,
published by UK-based Oreanda
Books, home of fellow crime author
Ragnar Jónasson. Early reviews
of ‘Snare’ have mentioned that it
brings something fresh to the genre.
Lesbian crime fiction
One aspect of this freshness could
be that a major theme of the book
revolves around an unstable yet
passionate love affair between two
major protagonists—both women
in their forties. For Lilja, writing
about queer characters originates
both from personal interest, and
an interest in creating something
new for the world of crime fiction.

“It’s all about untold stories,” Lilja
explains. “Most of Western literature revolves around straight white
men. Don’t get me wrong, some
of my favourite books and plays
are in that category. But I find it
interesting that the world today
is waking up to new stories that
haven’t been told before. Creating
characters that are different—in
my case, lesbian characters—is a
wonderful experience, because it’s
something new for the reader, but
also because I have a passion for it.”
The importance of foreign markets
This freshness might also be
grounded in the unique voice she
has as an Icelandic woman writer
on the international literary scene.
Despite a resurgence in translations in recent years, the availability of Icelandic female authors

in English is low when compared
to the gender balance of the local
literary landscape, despite one of
Iceland's best known crime authors being Yrsa Sigurðardóttir.
“Yrsa has been a great inspiration
to me, and one of my main supporters,” Lilja says. “Foreign markets
are very important for Icelandic
writers, as they offer larger sales
than our mini-market here at
home. They also offer connections
and inspirations. I learn so much
when I go to festivals where I get
to meet other crime writers. I’ve
noticed, though, that being from
such a small, strange place makes
you an ambassador wherever you
go. People ask me as many questions about Iceland as about my
books. I think that's wonderful.
I'm very proud to represent Iceland abroad, and do my best not
to embarrass my compatriots.”
A crime writer and a playwright
Lilja has also earned critical acclaim as a playwright, and won
the Play of the Year award in 2014.
She says there are many similarities between writing crime fiction
and writing for the stage. “I like
form,” she says. “That’s why I love
writing for the theatre. You can
play with form but a play still has
to have certain elements to work
for an audience. Crime fiction is
the same. It has to work for the
crime fiction reader, who has certain expectations, but it also likes
to bend the rules. I find this battle
with the form fascinating. It's a
real struggle to get right at times.”
The theatre also gave Lilja an affinity for some of the traits that a
crime author must have. “Working with actors improved my
skills for constructing dialogue,”
she explains. “Using humour as a
key also comes from the theatre.
When you have a funny scene or
an awkward moment people let
down their guard and open their
hearts a little. That’s when you have
a chance to jump in and break their
heart or scare them to death.”

gpv.is/lit
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restaurant with a view

T he Blue Sea

483-1000 • hafidblaa.is

483-3330 • raudahusid.is
10 minutes from Selfoss

at the Ölfusá bridge

open daily 11:30-22:00

5 minutes from Eyrarbakki

A vast selection of vintage
items as well as favorably
priced tourist goods

Góði hirðirinn | Fellsmúla 28

Steinunn Sigurðardóttir Place of the Heart

and Highway 1 in Eyrarbakki

Visit the most popular
flea market in Reykjavík

Open weekdays from 12 to 18
and Saturdays from 12 to 16.
The nearest bus station
is at Grenársvegur.

coils itself into the present in Ólafur's flowing style. He escorts us
from the oppressive regime of the
Hearst household to the isolated
townscapes of Iceland, and finally
to the glamorous roaring twenties
of pre-Depression era New York.

Get Your Read On

Recommended Icelandic books in English
Words: Björn Halldórsson
Each issue, we take a look at two
Icelandic titles old and new, available in English at most Reykjavík bookstores. If you’d like
more ideas, or to read more on
Icelandic literature, head over
to gpv.is/lit for in-depth author
inter v iews, g uides, and more
book reviews.

Ólafur Jóhann Ólafsson Walking into the Night
William Randolph Hearst's lavish
estate, San Simeon, is scrupulously
managed by his private butler Christian, who caters to the aging media

mogul's every demand with immeasurable patience. But this quiet
butler is in fact a haunted man, consumed by memories of the family
he left behind in Iceland, when his
name was still Kristján Benediktsson. Through a series of unsent letters, he tries to make amends with
the ghosts of his past, explaining to
his wife why he chose to walk into
the night one evening while the
family slept. Kristján, who is based
on Hearst's actual Icelandic butler, is a conflicted character, seeking penance but unable to ask for
forgiveness due to the constraints
of pride and shame. The past un-

Single mother Harpa sets out to relocate her teenage daughter Edda at
the other side of the country, with
hopes of removing her from the
Reykjavík drug scene and it's unsavoury characters. On this 48-hour
journey, Harpa's flustered yet lyrical
narrative voice guides us through
the Icelandic landscape. All the
while, she desperately tries to connect with her daughter, fluctuating
between a mother's tenderness and
a parent's righteous anger, according to mood swings that almost
match those of her vitriolic daughter. ‘Place of the Heart’ has a traditional road novel premise, but is set
apart by Steinunn's jaunty and poetic writing style. Translator Philip
Roughton, recently nominated
for the Man Booker International
Prize, makes sure that the voice
is entirely Steinunn's, refusing to
simplify her language and instead
offering an elaborate glossary to
expand the reading experience.

Shopping
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Get down... Eiderdown. Yeah not our best one.

Buy Shit

You know, polar bears don't even exist here.
Put that teddy down, this stuff is better.
Words: John Rogers & Charley Ward

Words and Photo:
Jenna Mohammed

Name: Xavier Gijón
Age: 40
From: Spain
If I had a boat I would name it: Pure Life. Last thing I purchased: a shot of espresso from Te &
Kaffi. If I had one wish it would be: for more peace, or maybe no borders within countries. No
one should own any land and deny anyone to be anywhere. Music I’m listening to: a lot of fusion music, it’s a mix of many different elements from many genres. It’s really interesting!

66° North Bylur Scarf
Icelandic wool is a wonderful
thing, but even its biggest fans
will admit that it’s uncomfortably itchy for anything other than
outwear (like the classic, chunky
lópapeysa sweater). 66° North
have figured this out—their Bylur
scarf is light, oversized enough to
swathe yourself in, and made from
a soft and cosy wool, nylon and
acrylic blend that keeps you warm
without making you itch. JR

Herbal Medicine Book
While you’re hiking in the countryside, you could well be walking
past all kinds of herbs, flowers and
plants that have uses in traditional
herbal medicine. This book comes
with a waterproof cover, so even if
it’s bucketing down you’ll be able
to identify the 90 plants growing
in Iceland that reputedly have medicinal effects. JR

ICELANDIC GASTROPUB

LOCAL
FOOD AND BEER

Tasty and fun food made with fresh and local Icelandic ingredients.
Icelandic Eiderdown
Bedding

Something Fishy: Fishbone
Model Making Kit

It’s not something you’ll fit in your When is a fish not a fish? When
case easily as a souvenir, but hey, you’ve glue-gunned its bones into
maybe you live here, or you have the shape of a ballerina, of course!
a private jet with limitless cargo This model making kit contains
space, and people to do
over 100 pieces of
your bidding or someauthentic
Icelandic
gpv.is/buyshit
thing. If either of those
fishbone for you to
things apply to you,
craft into freaky new
maybe you’d be into a
shapes. Each box is
duvet stuffed with Icelandic eider- different, as fish have diverse (but
down. There are light versions for equally valid) body types. See what
use during (what passes for) sum- you can come up with! CW
mer in Iceland, and heavier ones
that’ll keep you warm through the
winter. JR

We offer a unique selection of Icelandic beer – 20 bottled, 10 on draft,
and artisan cocktails to enjoy alongside the food.

Drop by for lunch, late lunch, dinner or drinks in a casual and fun atmosphere.
Open 11:30–23:30

Hafnarstræti 1–3 / Tel. 555 2900 / saetasvinid.is

Food

Find the best
food in Iceland!
Download our
free dining
app, CRAVING on
the Apple and
Android stores

any pans
for
luncH?

Gourmet fast food

Respect Le Kock

Onion, garlic, potatoes, celery, lime,
white wine, cream and butter

1,850 isk
plaice

Tomatoes, capers, parsley,
lemon and butter

2,100 isk

arcTic cHar
Honey, almonds, cherry tomatoes,
lemon and butter

2,100 isk

salmon
(lacTose–free)
Parsnip, broccoli, cashews,
coconut oil, chili and lemon

2,100 isk

our fisH pans are always
served wiTH buTTer–fried
icelandic poTaToes & fresH salad

deSSertS
carroT cake
Cognac cream cheese frosting
and roasted coconut flakes

1,550 isk

créme caramel
Classic egg custard with baked
white chocolate and strawberries

1,550 isk

lækjargaTa 6b, 101 rvk · 546 0095 · messinn@messinn.com

Guts and gumption at the newest bad child
restaurant
Words: Shruthi Basappa Photo: Varvara Lozenko

At the risk of generalisation, I’ll
just say it: criticism is generally frowned upon in Iceland, and
avoiding confrontation is quite
commonplace. But a trio of bad boy
chefs, Karl Óskar Smárason, Knútur Hreiðarsson and Markús Ingi
Guðnason are stirring up trouble
at Le Kock by shaking up the old order. Their “burger and fries offer of
the last century” is a not-so-subtle
dig at Hamborgarabúllan’s offer
of the century, and social media
confessions of being football haters came on the heels of Iceland’s
recent sporting victory.
Alma maters of Matur og Drykkur, under the tutelage of Gísli
Matthías Auðunsson, the seasoned chefs hung up their white
coats to open the cheekily named
Le Kock earlier this year. The name

alone has caught the public’s fancy—although their much-talked
about burgers and doughnuts have
as well.

Kock what?
The menu at Le Kock is an homage
to Icelandic childhood nostalgia
combined with an American vibe.
Cheeseburgers jostle for space
with whoopie pies and Surmjölk
and Cheerio doughnuts. Markus grew up in the United States,
which explains the American influence.
But why Le Kock? “The story behind the name?’” laughs Markús.
“That was all Knútur. He came up
with the name. There were a lot
of different reasons. It represents
us as chefs. We are ruthless. We

Spud buns
Popular in the USA, and inspired
by Martin’s rolls, potato bread
rolls at Le Kock are a departure
from the more typical brioche
buns. The addition of potatoes
makes for a lighter, springier
crumb that doesn’t disintegrate
in the juice from the burger patty, and holds its own right down
to the last bite. So if you’ve been
wondering why their burgers taste
so good, it starts with the buns.
In a short time, Le Kock has
managed to whip up a deserved
frenzy for their fare. Lunch lines
are common, and their doughnuts sell out out before the end of
the day. The cheeseburgers are a
classic riff, and we recommend
pairing it with the Greek fries.
And don’t forget to grab a box of
assorted doughnuts on your way
out.

NEW AWARD

BEST THAI FOOD 2017
a l s o b e s t 2 0 0 9, 2 0 1 0, 2 0 1 1, 2 0 1 2, 2 0 1 3, 2 0 1 4, 2 0 1 5 A N D 2 0 1 6

BanThai
RESTAURANT

----------------------------

icelandic "plokkfiskur"

Gourmet Fast Food:
It's A Thing

But isn’t gourmet fast food an oxymoron? “We all come from fine
dining experience,” says Markus.
“The thing about fine dining chefs
is I don’t think they actually like
doing it. We actually like to cook
and eat this food. No one is doing
gourmet fast food in Iceland. We
saw it as an opportunity to do it.
To just go for it.”
What about the too many cooks
adage—could the kitchen handle all of them together? Markus shakes his head. “Being three
chefs we are able to do it ourselves,
or teach people how to do it. We
just don’t want to buy anything.
We are chefs and we want to do it
ourselves. Knútur is the creative
one, Kalli is the workhorse with
the organizational skills, and I’m
the baker. I take Knútur’s ideas and
work them out.”

----------------------------

FISH panS

are giving the middle finger to the
restaurant industry.”
That brazen attitude isn’t just
all talk however. Le Kock takes
pride in its gourmet approach to
fast food. The condiments, burger
fixin's and even the ketchup are
all made in-house, from scratch.
The bread is baked every day and
the doughnuts are made of deep
fried yeasted dough. “Everyone’s
scared to do it here,” says Markús.
“Everyone’s too formal and trying
to please everyone. And no one is
stepping out of the box.’’

w w w . b a n t h a i . i s

Always been the best from the reviews
in our local newspaper.
There's a reason why we get an award
every once a year

Laugavegur 130, Hlemmur, 105 Reykjavík Tel : 6 9 2 - 0 5 6 4, 55 - 22 - 444
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A nice place to pig out

Livin’ On A Prayer
Beets and Bon Jovi at Sæta Svínið
Words: Shruthi Basappa Photo: Art Bicnick
It’s difficult to pinpoint when, or
how, the emergence of the gastropub happened in Iceland. If memory serves, it was way before Iceland
became a major tourist destination.
But today, there are plenty of gastropubs around. Some have gathered considerable momentum, and
a well deserved reputation for good
drinks, good eats and good vibes.
One of them is Sæta Svínið (“Sweet
Pig”), located on
Ingólfstorg. Although a recipient of Grapevine honours,
including “Best
Burger of 2017,”
it had yet be reviewed. So here
goes.
There isn’t
much that sets
Sæta Sv ínið
apart from similar establishments, although
there are skillful bartenders on
staff, who can actually mix some
good cocktails. The happy hour is
highly recommended, serving half
priced gems daily from 4-6 pm. As
for the menu, it consists of roughly
six items of snacks, small courses,
main dishes and desserts. The prices are quite fair. Small courses are
priced from 1,290 - 2,890 ISK, and
the meat main courses cost 3,990

ISK, which isn’t bad in these times
(where livin’ ain’t easy).

Brilliant cauliflower
My companion and I visited on a
weekday evening. We were the only
locals there, which is always kind
of sad to see. We chose a bunch of
small courses to share, following
the recommendations of some experienced regulars. We began
with waffle fries
with truffle mayo
(990 ISK), lango u s t i n e w it h
corn salsa (2,890
ISK), slow-cooked
cod (1,990 ISK)
and a red beet
salad with goat
c h e e s e (1 , 9 9 0
ISK). We finished
with a dessert of
Icelandic cream
puffs, rjómabollur (1,790 ISK), which are traditionally only served on the day before
Shrove Tuesday.
Waffle fries can never go wrong,
although, it is hereby admitted that
I’m bandwagoning with Bourdain
in my contempt for truffle oil and
all its offspring. It would be nice to
have some other sauce options—
let’s leave it at that. The star of the
evening was the slow-cooked cod.

“The ambiance
in this particular
gastropub is a
mix between a
typical English
pub and a college café.”

It was flaky yet firm, served with a
brilliant cauliflower purée (I know,
very 2011, but still a sucker), crushed
pecans for sweetness and crunch,
and some lovely tart pickled red onions. The dish was nicely seasoned
and well balanced, with a lotus chip
garnish. Such a good dish for only
1,990 ISK makes it quite a steal.

Beet Jovi
The disappointment of the evening,
however, was the langoustine.
It’s such a shame to waste these
expensive ingredients, but it was
overcooked and dry—most likely
cooked in advance and overdone
in reheating. It came with a tasty
corn salsa, but there were only two
miserly teaspoons or so. The beet
salad was fine, but the main attraction of goat cheese was hardly to be
seen. I’d have paid extra for more
cheese. The cream puffs for dessert
were average—choux pastry filled
with whipped cream, topped with
a bit of chocolate. There are a lot of
possibilities on that sort of canvas,
and it’s a shame that it wasn’t utilised to its full potential.
The ambiance in this particular
gastropub is a mix between a typical English pub and a college café.
The music was a melange of fairly
recent Icelandic records and some
‘80s and ‘90s hits. Bon Jovi’s ‘Living
on a Prayer’ was actually playing as
we paid the bill. That’s okay—it’s a
pub after all, and the volume wasn’t
too much of a bother. Some tourists
were singing along. Sure, why not?

gpv.is/food
Share this + Archives

Reykjavik

Est. 2012

FRENCH ONION SOUP

Icelandic Ísbúi cheese, croûtons
2.300.kr

MOULES MARINIÈRES

steamed mussels from Breiðafjörður
2.400.kr

F I S H O F T H E D AY
chef´s special
3.800.kr

1 0 1 Ó Ð I N S T O R G R E Y K J AV Í K Í S L A N D S N A P S B I S T R O . I S
snapsbistro@snapsbistro.is +354 5116677
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Land’s
End
Exploring the villages,
crumbling basalt cliffs
and remote viewpoints of
Skagafjörður

Words & Photos: John Rogers

We’re just north of Bifröst when
the night falls hard. After a blustery three hour road trip up the
western coast of Iceland, the richly coloured autumn landscape is
plunged into an eerie, enveloping
darkness. Without the comfort
of highway lamps, distant glowing windows, oncoming traffic,
or even a smudge of light on the
horizon, it feels like driving into
inky nothingness.
After an hour, the lights of
Blönduós appear through the
murk. The town feels deserted,
and we cruise past the floodlit
forecourt at an unmanned gas
station, a closed down factory,
and some shuttered houses. Hotel Blanda is the last building be-

How to get there
Route One North, then Route 74

Car provided by:
gocarrental.is

Accommodation provided by:
hotelblanda.is

fore the shoreline of Húnafjörður,
and violent, crashing waves are
audible somewhere nearby. Even
with the hotel room window open
just a crack, the wild winds and
the bassy roar of the ocean lull me
swiftly into a deep sleep.

units, factories, faceless municipal buildings, a fenced-in pool,
and a supermarket. Route One
slices straight through Blönduós,
bridging the River Blanda on its
way. A picturesque wooded island
named Hrútey sits in the estuary,
and a lonely, colourfully painted
wooden ram stares at us from the
island as we leave the town behind.

tacular, and as I look down over
Skagaströnd, I resolve to return
during summer.

Lonely ram
In the morning, Blönduós is held
under a shroud of grey, spitting
clouds. The shoreline lies just a
few metres from the back of the
hotel, and the tide crashes against
the rocky seawall, sending jets of
spray high into the air.
We drive through the town’s
few residential streets, peering
out at nondescript industrial

Skagaströnd:'s first inhabitant was a prophet

Art and prophets

Off the map
The road northward is a dusty
gravel track that traces around
the top of the Skagi peninsula.
The first stop is the Kálfshamarsvita lighthouse, standing tall
and proud amongst some
stunning basalt cliffs
and formations that
resemble a hexagonal ly ti led f loor.
A hundred years
ago, there was a
busy fishing village here, but
all that remains
today are the
signposted ruins of several
stone houses.
As we trundle
around the tip
of the peninsula,
the occasiona l
farms give way to
wide tracts of rocky,
untouched land. Distant mountains are reflected in still lakes as the
route winds its way around the
headland, crossing barren plains
and coastal outcrops with no sign
of human interference but the
road ahead.
On the eastern side of the
peninsula lie the high cliffs of
Ketubjörg, where a small, meandering stream plunges over the
edge, tumbling down 100 metres onto the black beach below.
The land is visibly deteriorating
around the cliffside, with large
cracks appearing in the ground.
A wooden stile leans precariously
towards the precipice, the onward path swept away by an earlier landslide. I stand shivering

“A small,
meandering stream
plunges over
the edge of the
cliff, tumbling
down 100 metres onto the
rocky beach
below.”

Route 74 is a 20 kilomet re st r ip of
road that sk irts
the edge of the
island-dotted
Húnafjörður to
Skagaströnd.
This discreet
little town,
with a population of 498, has
been a trading
centre since the
15th Century, and
looks across the
f jord to the distant snowy peaks of
the Westfjords. It has
some life to it: people
wander the streets going
about their day, and the streets
are scattered with sculptures,
murals and photographs—all
evidence of the artists who stay at
the NES art residency.
Most of the town’s attractions,
however, are closed down for
the off season. The cosy-looking
Bjarmanes café doesn’t open for
another hour, and a museum dedicated to Þórðis, a 10th Century
fortune teller who was the first
named inhabitant of Skagaströnd,
is locked. We peer in through the
windows, and instead take a walk
over some mossy seaside hillocks
topped with a tall cairn. The view
across to the Westfjords is spec-

in the fierce wind, looking out at
the twin islands of Drangey and
Málmey, imagining what life was
like in this unforgiving place in
centuries past.

End of the road
The final stop is Grettislaug, a
geothermal bathing spot where
it’s fabled that Grettir of Grettis
Saga once had a soak. It lies at
the end of Reykjaströnd, a long,
narrow shelf of land between
the tall, jagged mountains of the
peninsula and the rippling sea of
Skagafjörður. We bounce up the
unpaved road, pausing occasionally for herds of horses to cross in
front of us.
Grettislaug is where the road
terminates. The attendant is a
white-bearded Akranes resident
who’s been living here all summer in a wooden cabin that also
serves as a reception area and
café. He pours us some hot coffee, relating that even during the
autumn he welcomes fifty or so
visitors to Grettislaug each day.
There are t wo small pools
on the shore, Grettislaug and
Jarlslaug. They’re man-made, but
natural in look and feel, built into
the ground from large stones and
filled from a nearby hot spring.
The water is silky and clear, and
we linger for an hour with the pool
to ourselves, watching the chilly
evening set in. The sky fades into
a gradient of fiery orange, vivid
pink and bruised purple. We leave
the pool reluctantly, drying off
hastily as the temperature drops
and the light fades, before setting out to race the sunset back to
Blönduós.

SHARE & PHOTO GALLERY:
gpv.is/travel
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On the road again

Wave of mutilation

Distance from Reykjavík
304 km

Infested with artists, this place

4.9
4.8
To the lighthouse, my friend
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ICELANDIC
SEAFOOD
makes world’s best sushi

Trip provided by:
eldhestar.is

How to get there:
Drive Route One South

Distance from
Reykjavík:
40 km

The Countryside Cavalry
Horseback riding through lava fields
Words: Jenna Mohammed Photos: Art Bicnick

The best of Icelandic produce
with a nod to Japan and South
America. Modern Icelandic
flavours, share plates and award
winning cocktails.

SOCIALIZE
WITH THE
LOCALS

You’re never too old to yell “HORSES!” when you spot them from a car
in the countryside. For me, it's one
thing to admire Icelandic horses
from afar. Riding them, however,
is a whole different
story. I’ve never been
on a horse before, nor
have I had a big interest in doing so, but
when you’re in Iceland
it’s one of those things
you have to experience. Icelandic horses
are like the Cadillac
of stallions—they’re
strong, they have five
different gaits (two
of which are found in
no other horse), and
they look super adorable in their winter coat. Don’t you
want to brag to your friends that
you got to ride an exclusive horse?

drive from Reykjavík. Horseback
riding is the perfect activity when
you want to get away from the city
but don’t want to spend ages in a
car, and the tour itself is only two
hours long. Eldhestar
also offers a wide selection of tours that
include riding and
another activity, such
as rafting, glacier
walking, or visiting a
hot spring. Whatever
activity you’re looking for, they’ve got it.
Eldhestar also
has as a cosy hotel, with colourful
decor reminiscent
of Icelandic nature
and inspired by Icelandic horses. If you’d like to try
multiple tours, you don’t have
to worry about driving back and
forth; you can just stay overnight.

“The scenery
alone makes
you forget
your fear of
losing balance and
falling on
your face.”

Endless options
We make our way to the riding
range, Eldhestar (meaning “Volcano Horses”), which is located just
outside Hveragerði, a 40 minute

Unfamiliar territory
For your own safety, you don’t get to
pick which horse you ride. Depending on your level of experience, a

NO BUN
NO FUN

Our kitchen is open
17.00–23.00 sun.–thu.
17.00–24.00 fri.–sat.
Sushi Social
Þingholtsstræti 5 • 101 Reykjavík
Tel. 568 6600 • sushisocial.is

trained guide will choose the appropriate horse for you. Since I’m a
rookie I requested the slowest one.
I was paired with Hegri, a beautiful
cream-coloured horse that never
goes faster than you want him too.
Our tour guide, Sarah Wiesner,
informed me that he’s very well
behaved and never gets into any
trouble—perfect for a new rider.
The trip begins with a short tutorial on the basics of horseback riding. You’re shown how to mount,
how to arrange your feet in the stirrups, how to signal for the horse to
stop and go, and how to dismount.
It’s a little scary at first, especially
if you don’t have the best balance,
but you’re given a few minutes to
adjust to your horse and get the feel
of being on top of a huge animal.

Horseplay
Once everyone is ready to go, the trip
begins. Despite my initial reservations it was a relaxing and therapeutic experience passing through
stunning volcanic hills and valleys
on horseback. The backdrop of nature definitely makes the ride more
enjoyable, and the scenery alone
makes you forget your fear of losing balance and falling on your face.
Shortly after the tour begins,
there’s a river crossing. This is
probably the scariest part of the
tour because the last thing you
want is to fall into a stream! However, once you cross, you kind of
feel like a 9th century Viking. We
trotted along at a steady but moderate pace. Occasionally the guide,
Sarah, would encourage us to pick
up speed, which kept it exciting.
Since I’m completely new to
horseback riding, the position of my
foot and angle of my back were off at
times, which resulted in a very sore
body, so make sure you listen to your
guide. The ride can be bumpy—even
a little agonizing if you aren’t use
to riding. Two hours is more than
enough time to become acquainted
with your horse, and when you arrive back at the stable, you’ll already
be looking forward to another ride.

17 - 1501 — HVÍTA HÚSIÐ / SÍA

E A R LY B I R D
C AT C H E S
After her time in Iceland, Naomi
arrives early at the airport so she
can enjoy her last hours there
before continuing her journey.

MORE TIME
FOR SHOPPING
To remember her time in Iceland,
she brings back home unique
souvenirs that she bought
at the airport.

GIVE YOURSELF
MORE TIME TO SHOP

W W W. K E F A I R P O R T . I S

Arrive early at Keflavík Airport and we will greet you with open arms.
Check in up to 2 ½ hours before your flight so you can have a lovely last
Icelandic experience. We offer unlimited free Wi-Fi, many charging
stations and a range of shops and restaurants so you can embrace the
last drops of Icelandic taste and feel — and of course Tax and Duty Free.
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LIFE IN PICTURES

Juggling
Personal Life
And Politics
Text: Alice Demurtas
Photos: Art Bicnick

As she prepares for the upcoming elections, the chair
of the Leftist-Green party Katrín Jakobsdóttir has
barely any time to breathe.
Juggling her personal life and a workplace that requires constant attention, Katrín hops from meeting
to meeting, taking care of her election campaign, attending conferences, answering a million phone callls
and trying to find time to spend with her family .
It's not easy being Katrín. While she has a tenacious
spirit, she is not immune to the difficulties of life.
However, she pushes through them with coherence
and kindness.
Soon enough she might become Iceland's next Prime
Minister. With enough energy to power an entire city,
she might just be up to the challenge.

Every day begins the same way: walking to
work is a pleasure in the crisp morning air.
Next stop: Katrín's own office.

It's almost election time, so a stop by the election
office is crucial in order to to talk strategy.
Being up to date with the latest news is crucial.

"The revolution is just beginning:"
Now it's time to think...

...before we can start working.

ADVENTURE
AT SEA
WITH THE PROS
FROM REYKJAVÍK & AKUREYRI
BOOK NOW AT ELDING.IS
Katrín and the manager of her election campaign,
Lísa, share a moment of hilarity between meetings.
Katrín's schedule is packed: a conference
at the children's hospital is up next.

Tel: +(354) 519 5000

Keeping it real for the cameras,
Katrín films a TV ad for her campaign.

REYKJAVÍK CLASSIC

WHALE WATCHING
EL-01

Katrín must have never heard
of performance anxiety...

Daily departures
available

...but a cup of coffee to release
the tension doesn't hurt,

Adults 10.990 ISK
7-15 years 5.495 ISK
0-6 years free

REYKJAVÍK EXPRESS

WHALE WATCHING
Classic and
Express tours
also available from
Akureyri.

EL-06

Daily departures
available

See schedules on
whalewatchingakureyri.is

Adults (10 years+)
19.990 ISK
Min. height 140cm
With another day of work behind her, Katrín walks down
to the beach to spend time with her youngest son...

..and think of the future.

REYKJAVÍK

NORTHERN LIGHTS CRUISE

Now offering
catering service!

Laugavegur 2 101 Reykjavík tel: 552 4444

New Low Price

42.900 ISK
45.900 ISK
Valid until May 31st 2018

Adults 10.990 ISK
7-15 years 5.495 ISK
0-6 years free

ESSENTIAL ICELAND
SUPER JEEP DAY-TOUR

CERTIFIED
TRAVEL SERVICE
VIÐURKENND
FERÐAÞJÓNUSTA

SILVER-CLASS
ENVIRONMENTAL
UMHVERFISFLOKKUN

ICELANDROVERS.IS • INFO@ICELANDROVERS.IS • TEL: + 354 587 9999

Elding Whale Watching Reykjavík . Ægisgardur 5 . Reykjavik's Old Harbour
Tel: +(354) 519 5000 . elding.is . elding@elding.is
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THE HOME
OF ICELANDIC
SEAFOOD
AND LAMB
APOTEK Kitchen+Bar is a casual-smart
restaurant located in one of Reykjavíks
most historical buildings.
We specialize in fresh seafood
and local ingredients
prepared with a modern twist.

APOTEK KITCHEN+BAR

Austurstræti 16

101 Reykjavík

apotek.is

The film lurches towards its bizarre conclusion.

Dark Shadows
Cause Deep Rifts
In ‘Undir Trénu’

Emotions run hot under the shade of a tree in
this Icelandic dark comedy, now available to
watch with English subtitles at Bió Paradís
Words: Charley Ward Photo: Subjects own
In Hafsteinn Gunnar Sigurðsson’s third feature, ‘Undir Trénu'
('Under the Tree'), the shadow cast
from the tree next door sparks a
seething feud between neighbours
which ultimately culminates in
tragedy. Through its suburban setting and tight knit cast of intriguing and troubled characters, the
film deftly juxtaposes raw emotion with the banalities of daily life
to bleakly funny effect. Mooning
garden gnomes,
IKEA’s looming
presence, wel l
meaning school
teachers and
unpleasant resident meetings all
prov ide fodder
for laughs as the
film moves—and
finally lurches—
towards its bizarre conclusion.
“Many people
say that we Icelanders have a
dark sense of humour, and I agree,”
says producer Grímar Jónsson. “But
I think the theme and the humour
definitely travels. I get the feeling it
takes people on different journeys.
“I've had this experience when
showing the film to different audiences,” Grímar continues. “During
a certain scene, we had a screening
where people were literally crying,
but a couple of days later in the
same scene, a different audience
was screaming with laughter.”

rent of unhappy family dynamics,
established from the outset. The
film opens with young father Atli
(Steinþór Hróar Steinþórsson), a
mostly unsympathetic chap, being
given the boot by his wife Agnes
(Lára Jóhanna Jónsdóttir) after getting caught watching a homemade
sex tape of himself and his former
girlfriend. Atli doesn’t take this development well, and begins stalking Agnes in his car and pulling
his daughter out
of school during
the day without
permission, before resigning
himself to moving back in with
his parents.
But Atli’s parents are facing
their own challenges. Retired
couple Inga
(Edda Björgvins d ó t t i r) a n d
B a l d v i n (Si gurður Sigurjónsson) occupy one
in a line of cookie cutter abodes in
the suburbs with just one salient
difference—a tree in the garden.
A rare and precious commodity in
Iceland, it becomes the centrepiece
of an ongoing dispute between the
couple and their neighbours, Konráð (Þorsteinn Bachmann) and his
young second wife Eybjörg (Selma
Björnsdóttir). Despite repeated
requests from the neighbours,
Baldvin has not pruned the tree
that stretches over their shared
fence, and Inga would prefer to
keep it that way.
“There are several stories that
come together,” says Grímar.

“Some people
only have to
see her face to
start laughing,
so to see her as
this mean bitch
is pretty ironic.”

Family drama
The two branches of the story are
entwined by a shared undercur-

“There's not one main character
in a classical dramatic structure.
It was a challenge but that is also
what was so intriguing. That was
really exciting for me.”

Escalating tensions
Inga’s stone cold remarks about Eybjörg and her passion for fitness
take passive aggressive snarkiness
to new heights, drawing a laugh
each time as Eybjörg looks on incredulously. For those in the know,
the effect is heightened by actress
Edda’s standing as one of Iceland’s
premier comedians. “Some people
only have to see her face to start
laughing,” says Grímar. “So to see
her as this mean bitch is pretty
ironic.
“But this is more of the black
comedy,” he continues. “It is something we deliberately thought of
when casting for the film.” The
same is true for Steinþór, who plays
Atli. “He’s a superstar among teenagers as a comedian, so we were
pretty bold in casting those two
main characters.”
But Inga’s cutthroat quips speak
to her sadness of losing a son, presumed dead, the details of which
are left nebulous seemingly even
to the characters themselves, as
she veers between hilarity and just
plain insanity. When poor Inga’s
cat goes missing, the neighbours’
dog soon follows in one of the
film’s most outlandish twists, and
the dispute over a tree descends
into all out war.
All the while, Monika Lenczewska’s unrelentingly grey cinematography gives the film an oppressive feel, which is compounded by
the gloom of Daniel Bjarnason’s
sparsely used, sombre score.
Grímar notes that many neighbour disputes in Iceland transpire
over trees, and feels that these
tensions are something that most
individuals can relate to. But he
gives a warning to those currently
embroiled in such spats when I ask
him what he would like viewers to
come away feeling at the end of the
film. “Like, ‘What the fuck?’,” he
says. “ I think maybe that's the feeling that I relate to, at least—like,
was this all for nothing?”

ICELANDIC LAMB

CHOICE CUTS
The lambs move freely
Tender meat and fine texture
High proportion of
Omega-3 fatty acids

No hormone implants as
growth promoters
No pesticides or herbicides
No GMOs

NOW AVAILABLE AT KRÓNAN AND KJARVAL
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HOUR OF THE WOLF

Spanning The
Scale Of Human
Emotion
DON’T ASK NANNA...

...About
National Parks
Words: Nanna Árnadóttir
Nanna,
Just wondering, what are your impressions
of Laugardalur Park? Are there other parks
like it in the country?
Adam
Hi Adam,
We don’t have parks in Iceland, just immersive open air toilets for tourists to
take dumps in and leave flittering, fluttering ribbons of loo-roll to dance in the
wind.
Nanna

Hi Nanna,
I’ve been to Iceland once before and am going
for the second time next month. This time
I’m coming with a friend and I want to show
her some really impressive nature but feel
like Gullfoss and Geysir have become so commercial that there isn’t that same wonder,
you know? Can you recommend some cool
secret places I could take her instead?

Frímann Andrésson takes techno
gravely seriously
Words:
Charley Ward
Photo:
Art Bicnick

Frímann Andrésson wears many hats.
He’s a family man, and occasionally
volunteers for the rescue service, locating lost tourists. But most of the time,
you’ll find him running services for his
undertaker business, consoling grieving relatives and sending off the dead
respectfully. He wears a suit and tie and
assumes a solemn tone to comfort crying relatives and celebrate the lives of
the deceased.
But Frímann has one more hat.
Around two nights a month, he sheds
his sombre attire and heads for Kaffibarinn, leaving behind the stresses and
strains of parenting, saving tourists and
burying bodies. His mood is upbeat and
he’s ready to party. Because on these
fateful nights, he’s not Frímann Andrésson of Frímann and Hálfdán funeral services; he’s DJ Frímann, and things
are about to get funky.
“I try not to think about my day job
while I am DJing,” says Frímann, who is

CITY SHOT by Art Bicnick

Intrepid Adventurer
Dear Adventurer,
So, what you’re telling me is that Gullfoss,
a two-stage waterfall that drops into a 70
metre canyon, where a single low-hanging rope counts as security and is all that
separates you from a drop to your death,
where the thrum of churning, beating
water carries for a mile in every direction
and the force of nature is both terrifying
and awe-inspiring to behold, is “too commercial” and doesn’t have enough wow
factor for your fuck buddy weekend getaway?
Boy, BYE.
You don’t deserve secret waterfalls.
Nanna
Don't email: nanna@grapevine.is
Don't tweet at: @NannaArnadottir

Blue suit & brown shoes: so 2017.

West-Iceland

Things are about to get funky

charismatic and confident—surely useful qualities for a DJ-come-undertaker.
“But it can get emotional at work and
it’s good to be able to shake off the stress
from the day.”
Frímann started DJing at college,
around the same time he began working
in a graveyard, clearing away leaves and
keeping the grounds tidy. He originally
played under the alias DJ Psycho, but,
unlike the folks he works with during
the day, was reborn as DJ Frímann when
he made the shift away from drum &
bass and towards techno and house.
“People are often surprised when
they find out about my work,” says Frí-

mann, who notes that, frankly, there
aren’t many similarities between his
two jobs. “The best thing about what I
do is that I get to see the full spectrum
of human emotion—from grief to euphoria.”
Of course, Frímann does his best to
keep these two facets of his life separate. But Reykjavík is a small place and
sometimes people he’s worked with at
the funeral home recently turn up at
his gigs, necessitating a swift change of
subject. “Sometimes people try to talk
to me about the service while I’m DJing,”
he says, “So instead I’ll try and ask them,
‘Isn’t the track great?’”

Completing the Golden Circle

Geothermal baths - Natural steam baths
Local kitchen - Geothermal bakery
Open daily
11:00 - 22:00

Issue 19 × 2017
Oct 20 – Nov 9
www.grapevine.is
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LAST WORDS

The End
Has No End
Words: Halldór Armand Ásgeirsson

It’s election time in Iceland, the purest, most
uncorrupted and book-loving place on planet
Earth.
Earlier this week, a bank was awarded a
court injunction against the newspaper Stundin. The newspaper had been writing thorough
reports, in cooperation with The Guardian and
Reykjavik Media, on all kinds of shady financial
activity undertaken by our Prime Minister and
his family when the banking system was collapsing in 2008.
In short, they can’t do it anymore. No more
writing on this matter. Nothing to see here.
Back to basics for the Icelandic media. Back
to writing about celebrities with tough childhood memories, the English Premier League
and what liberals on Twitter are saying about
Trump and Narcos.
It’s Falson, baby, my basket of secrets, my
island of dreams, my kingdom of wealth. A
name that tells you nothing but contains everything. Come home with me tonight, yes, you,
and I might make you an account holder by the
break of dawn. You belong offshore with me,
where there’s no time, no death, no space, and
no taxes. Yes, yes, yes. My buddies in the the
banking system, my homies in parliament, mis
amigos at the Financial Supervisory Authority.
They’ll all be there, talking Nietzche, jazz, sex
and investment opportunities in Tripoli, Hugh
Hefner style, and dad’s getting pizza. I keep no
secrets from a person that can’t speak.
Like The Strokes said: The End Has No End.
Our crisis, our political and philosophical crisis, began in 2006 and we’re still there, no solution in sight, as we keep on lying to ourselves
and others that everything is perfectly fine.
What was it that Stundin was about to
tell us? The thing is, it really doesn’t matter.
There’s nothing in there that we don’t already
know, that we haven’t seen before.
Why do they do it? Why are we - year after
year - getting so used to the most powerful
people in the country being involved in big
financial scandals? I suspect that the reason
is the same as why we will most definitely
end up tolerating this thing and not changing
anything. There’s no moral foundation here
that unites us, no sense of community. We are
atheists who believe in the welfare state. Take
away our problems and you can do what you
like, we’ll pay what you want, yes, please hide
the old people and drug the children so we can
all watch the Liverpool game in peace.

Reviewed January 23, 2017

“Best company in Iceland”

NORTHERN LIGHTS
TOURS

FROM 5.790ISK
RSS.is/NLS

GREAT PRICES ON ALL THE BESTSELLING DAY TOURS
GOLDEN CIRCLE SOUTH COAST
ICE CAVE

RSS.is/GCC

33.900 ISK

PRICE FROM

ISK
6.990
AVAILABILITY

ISK
9.990
AVAILABILITY

EVERY DAY AT 09:00

FOUR TIMES DAILY

USB CHARGING
IN EVERY SEAT

Glacier Walk &
Northern Lights
Daily departures

RSS.is/SCC

PRICE FROM

OUTDOOR
ADVENTURES SUPER

JEEP
ADVEN
LKS
GLACIER WA GLACIER WALKS, HIKING AND PRIVATE TURES
SÓLHEIMAJÖKULL

LL & CAVING FROM REYKJAVÍK 2017-18
TOURS
& SKAFTAFE
FROM REYKJA
VÍK 2017
- 18

2017 - 18
DAY TOURS

icelandro
mountainguides.is
s
vers.is
info@icela
info@mountainguides.is
· Tel: +354 587
ides.i
9999 ndrovers.
is · Tel: +354
taingu
mouninguides.is
587 9999
587 9999
· Tel: +354
es.is
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www.mountainguid

info@mounta

MOUNTAINGUIDES.IS • INFO@MOUNTAINGUIDES.IS • TEL: +354 587 9999

PERSONAL
HOST

IN BUS
AUDIO GUIDE

OPEN 24
HOURS A DAY

RSS.is/ICC
PRICE FROM

ISK
28.990
AVAILABILITY

EVERY DAY AT 07:45

BOOK YOUR ADVENTURE NOW - AVALABLE ASSISTANCE 24/7

WWW.RSS.IS • +354 497 5000 • INFO@RSS.IS

